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EDITORIAL NOTE

~><

The idea for this Journal,has come 'tram t~egraduate,students
at the Institute'bf'Social'Anthropo1ogy in Oxford. Papers given at
graduate seminars and ideas arising from work for diplomas and higher
degrees very often, merit, wider circulation and discussion without'
necessari1y~being,readyfor formal publication in professional journals.
There obviously exists a need in social anthropology for serious
cri tical and theoretical discussion; ~ sees this as its main purPQse.
Paul Hee1as is going to teach at The Department of Religious Studies,
University of Lancaster. The editors would like to express their gratitude
to him foral1,his.workon the journal since its inception.
The editors would also like to express their thanks to John Ry1e,Tim Jenkins,
Richard Ree1as, and Stephen Ree1as, who have helped wi th the production
of this issue ~ , . .' .
.

.,"

" .FORMAT , '

The journal is published three times per year. Articles are
welcome from students of anthropology and from people in other
disciplines. It is p.r~Jerre.q. thatJl:le ma~p. .~emPhas.;i,s, should be on
analytical . ' disaussionrather than on p~ain" <l~e9ript:i,.Ol'l.".;Papers
should be as short as,is necessary to get the point over. As a general
rule they should not exceed 5~OOO words. Tij.ey shoUld follow the conven
f:ions for,ci tations, notes andreferencesused1.n the ··A~S.A. monographs.
Comments will also be welcome. CommUnications should be addressed to
the Journal Editors, Institute of, Social Ap.t:bropo1ogy, 51, Banbury Road,
Oxford.
'

BACK

ISSUES

We have a stock of back issues. Single issues are available at .
35p. in the'U~K.arid %1 abroad~
Complete volUmes (I (i97b)',II (1971),
III (1972) and IV (1973»are each available at the following rates:
U.K. - £1.00 to individuals, £1.25 to institutions; abroad :..$3... 00' to
individuals, %3.50 to institutions. The SUbscription for Vol. V (1974)
is the same. (All prices cover postage). Cheques should be made out to
the Journal of the Anthropological Society of Oxford, and sent to the
Journal Editors at 51 Banbury Road, Oxford.

NUER RELIGION - a sUpplementary view
I

This' essay emerged out of anufidergraduate course on the study of .'
conceptual systems.
I make this pedagogic reference at the outset not
only because it relates to my sub-title but also because it is as a
teacher of social anthropology that I choose to express my gratitude for
the w.orks of the late Professor Evans-pritchard. l · . I have called the
essay 'a supplementary View' because it does ,not presume to be in any
sense corrective but rather reports upon a method which I have found con
venient for introducing students~earlyin their second year, to the
totality of Nuer life as it emerges from the;alassictrilQgy.
If social anthropology has emerged since the late war as one of -the
humanities able to offer itself as an edUcation for uWidepgraduates this
implies a range of preoccupation which owes much to the width of Evans
Pritchard's anthropology.
But this evolution raises new problems: the
social anthropologists of preVious generations had their formation lin
other disciplines and when they wrote it was for fellow-professionals.
The excellent introductions to the subject currently available reflect
to a considerable extent this earlier stage: they do not have the
undergraduate clearly in mind.
The most fundamental problem of teaching
at this level is that field-work is still represented, as the essential
qualification while students are required,nevertheless, to aoquire a
proficiency in the subject without that qualification.
i'Je can try to
escape from this double-bind by tackling an associated problem. , The
undergraduate can scarcely be blamed if, left to himself, he tends_ to
turn his 'required reading , into so -many texts which are to be learnt" '
rather than as material presented by an'other human mind like. his own .to
be thought about, questioned, rehandled.

.

One way 'of approaching the problem is exemplified b.y this essay.
The attempt is to demonstrate to the student what one· means when, in all
seriousness, one advises him to read a book backwards as well as forwards;
the implication is that he shoUld not feel bound by the titles or chapter
headings of the author which merely reflect the author's own choices,
but rather attempt his own synthesis which he can then interact with
that of the original.
In this essay, therefore, I move freely backwards
and forwards in the Nuer trilogy and attempt to shciw that there are
certain conceptual preoccupations structuring Nuer experience.
The
propositions whiah emerge ~e both simple and crude.
The point of the
operation is to show the stUdent that there can be alternative views
and to send him back to the material in a spirit of research with the
wholesomeambitioh of proving me wrong•
A s~cond problem is connected with the word 'religion' which is,
for the modern stUdent, whether he has a denominational loyalty or not,
a speci~l' area of experience in Bome way.
The word 'relig;on' in a
title is likely to set off certain defensive reflexes to the~extent that
t r.eligion" .' is something that other people have, something which re;sts
" upon presuppositions, faith, insight and ,the like which the stud~.n~
defiantly or wistfuilY, but either way di'sastrously,does notshare.i:l;l
the way in which he can suppose himself
to share, at least as a
.
.

-,

star~ing point, eertain suppositions about kinship or politics.
The aim
is tp.erefore to demonstrate that we are dealing with simple, human thought
w~ich is the same whether people are thinking about their kinfolk, their
chiefs or their gods.

A third and more general aim of this essay is to suggest how the
student can grasp, as far as is possible from a literary experience, not
only the specificity of Nuer life but also make some kind of meaningful
and question raising comparison.
Here I have limited myself to a few
suggestions only of the lines along which a comparison between the Nuer
and the related Dinka might run.

The discussion here presented rests upon a previous examination of
the implications of the concluding three paragraphs ·of L/vi-Strauss'
Totemism 2 in which he invites a reconsideration of the notion that
'religion constitutes an autonomous order, requiring a special kind of
investigation'.
The student is invited to consider the legitimacy of
the grounds on which he might be disposed to distinguish between the con
cepts 'mother's brother' and, for example, 'ancestor' in such a manner
as to subsume them under the distinotion knowledge/belief.
Following
this discussion one turns to a consideration of the word 'religion' and,
following Cantwell-Smith,3 looks at the history and use of this term in
western thought.
It is useful to set against Canwell-Smith' s persuasive
argument the assumptions of representative exponents of traditional com
parative religion, with whose dicta the student is likely to sympathise
initially.
Zaehner, for example, provides a good debating topic with
his axiomatic: 'If we are to know what re~igion is we must also find
something in common between the great religions of the world.,4 The
sum of these discussions leads us back to Cantwell-Smith whose welcome
rejection of the term 'religion' leads him close to a sociological pos
ition from which he veers away at the last.
We are, nevertheless, in
a position to davelop his argument and to reverse his theological prop
osition that it is faith which constitutes society as a community and
say, rather, that society constitutqs itself as faith for a community.
For finally it is impossible to understand, in the sense of having
something which can be communicated, in what way a man's 'belief;!, , in
his cults differs from his 'belief' in his kinship 'system', or his
'belief' in his language for that uatter.

"

,"

II
,,:".

The terminology of Chapter I of Nuer Religion creates difficulties:
one is asked to explain the force of the capital K in Kwoth as opposed
to kwoth or ~ and to indicate. how seriously the approximation to
Hebrew monotheism is to be taken.
If it is to be taken with any
seriousness then a new question arises: what is it, exactly, which is
'in itself quite independent of the social structure' but 'broken up
along the lines of segmentation.'?
Confronted with problems of this
nature one has re§ourse to an earlier article from the Azande period,
"Azande Theology" and, initially, the statement: 'In treatinga.
religion we have only to translate primitive religious terms into our
own language, and Qur interpretation of them is already made by the very
process of translation.'
The student can be invited to set the whole
of the ensuing analysis of the concept mbole as a background to Chapter
I of Nuer Religion and to S6~ what he can achieve by a comparison of

the terms mbole and Kwoth.This' juXtaposition has the advantage that·,
the studen't""""fO'r whom the term t religion , "is proolemat:l:c' can relate that
chapter, via the Azande material to his own experience~
..... '.

' ...' .

.

....

: ::.t '.'

... : ,S'uoli'a compari:SpriShould not lead to a simpl:e ,equatton.The· most
difference ':betweenkwothand mbole, is that, the 'former is both
spe'~iri;'ed~dUn~p~ci'fie;dwh~reas the latter la~lt~i!sped~f:LCa~ioh• .. To .
co~p~,e'}he tWQ.te:t;'lris. iri this wa"/ ha,stheimmediate advantClge t.natwe are
libera:ted' from the problem posed by' the presentation KWQthand kuth,
sUbstB;nce and, :fragment •. ' Once liberated\.fe s~e that'we'are dealing with'
wqrd13 .rela.teqas .'6cieri~ e/sciences, . )tleaning!meanings,' .cause/causes ana .the
likeafe related, and notwltha'di'sjuncti.on between being~.' Ofkwoth
unspe'effi~d we can sUrelysay;';:\.'ihatEvans-Pritchard says o(mbole': ~<'it,6 , .
is' the name which'takes'the 'place of Widerstanding .... ~ the 'hbrizon tha.t:'
rounds off knowledge and tradition ••'.'
When Azande 'do not under~·tand"·
something, it is vaguely explained by citing Mbori.,7
~ut in addition
kwoth is systematically specifi~d
it 'is to these systematic specifi
cations that I now turn.
,
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The broadest specification of kwoth:i.s, of':c6urse"kuthnhial/kuth
piny - above/below.
This hierarchical distinction appears to' shape;-or
be concordant with, a set of relafeg distinctions which are found in
areas well outside the 'religious'.
The first associated attributes
of the distinction present us with something of:apttzzle •. The superfor
has to do with the apparently fortuitous in Nuer daily life while the
inferior is associated with that daily life itself.
The kuth piny are
largely associated with the world of lilleage arid descent.
They are, in
Evans-Pritchard's terminology, 'totemistic Spirits. t. The world of
descent, it needs no arguing, receives a hea~y emphasis in Nuer conscious
ness~
The value (descent) is assdciated with what, in another context,
is relativelydevalued:(.below) •
. ·f:

The cdrroborativeevidencefor this comes from. the Nuerl themselVeS.
They, or some of them, say that originally there was only kwothand the
.2.2! ~.The ltuthpinl came later, they came fr.omor with the Dinka..
I f one, accepts t hat history, especially amongnon-literatep90ple; h~
to do wi th,now, then the factual tr.uth of. the proposition ,is, ,irrelevant:
for· :Jthe.present let,' us simply note that there is an ~ssociation between
kuth piny, second-comers, the day-to·<iay and the Dipka.
The idea of second comers associatedwith:inferi~rityand with the
Dinka puts us in mind immediately of a passage in the first part of the
trilogy in which we learn t,hat the term. 'di.el means .sometbing more funda
mental than. ,I aristocrat ',.9
Thediel'are ,the 'firsi;comers; the origin~
and authentic Nuer. . It is essential to ,note thattllet@rm is a re1a~ive
one for·this reassures'us: that we ' are still in the world:o! idea:an<l are",
not de,8:;Ling with substantial identities. ,The, 'members ,of the sE!llle c;Lan ..
can be diel in one area' and
rul in another.
.,.
..

-------

;

I',

-,

People ;who are accepted as Nuer can also be rul- but ',the term has . '
its own primary association expressed by: the Nuer"'"themselves.The ,
typical rulare Dinka"
We can anticipate here,,'and refer, ~Q.roo~tothe
.Dinkamaterlal.'Whereas the Dinka include: the [Nuer in, a.~inclusive.
category of hUlJ1anity,the Nuer draw a clear'hierarchical.,distinction iii
humanity at their, own cultural frontier.
The Dinka are leSS !ul;Ly
human than they. The cross reference suggests some of the force in the
diellrul distinction.' .\'Je. are· certainly -dealing with ideas;. but they
are': ideas whiCh belong very much to the day-to-¢lay of Nuer life, a world
which, the suggestion is there. is someho\,! depreciated and, in s9Rle '>flaY,
yet to be discovered,inauthentic.
What are opposed a~concepts,

'!72..

diel/rul, relate to wh~tis mingled in the actuality.
rul, the rnajority,of'
them are •
, be ......-... ...
,

Nuer not only can

"

What else do the Nuer say about the relation of diel to rul?

'The

~ as sec:ond c9~e;r6;~eceive wives from the diel and are" therero;t'~t sis

ters' ,ppns to them.
This is ideally ~d pften actual~y ,so.
The ,t~;Lation
ship expresses :onc.e again, the hierarchic princ:iple already twice note,4.
As affines, the wife receivers remain permanently in debt for the life that
they haver~ceiv~d. 'Th,e parallel with the feud is striking. ,Neither
brid.e":wealthnqr'blPod-wealth truly cancel out the life which is owed.
The feud festers Qn tobr,eak outagai~. The debt ,i,nc:urred throu,gh
alli~~eis registered in respect.
Although,the marriage is practical;Ly
compleite when':pa,yments are concluded and ruagh (affi.r1:ity) becomes'jmar .:
(kinship) 'th,e"respect and avoidance owed to' the mother..in-law by a. man is '
in4erited by his ~~fe's brother's wife. 10
, ,We may at thi~ point accuullllate the following distinctions:
kuth nhial
kuth pin;i

diel nath
rul.,

'~g

MB

zs

which are. associated with:
first-comers
authenticity' humanity
abnormality
second-comers inauthenticity subhuman' , normality
What we have here is a complex of Nuer thought and it is useful to
remind the student at this early stage that this is the beginning of
analysis and not the analysis itself.
When weare dealing with literary
material it is all too temptingand,indeed easy to extract a set of semi
equations of this nature.
[ihe very neatness of the"e:xtraction should
alert the student to its hypothetical and provisional nature.
A rich
mass of material, remains to be integrated; much will not be ,integrated
by this particular formulation.
As the discussion moves on 'one has to
be on one's guard against thetemptation'to reduce new facts to the
formula, and work, rather, towards a new formulation which might have
some 'claim to be .called analytic. ,
The exploratory rather than, classificatory nature of the formula is
usefully demonstrated by examination' of. the way in which relations between
~ nhia! and ~ piny are represented.: "As we might expect the oppo
sit ion 'is harmonious withidiel/rul.
Birds are distinguished in three
classes -gaat kwoth, gaat niet, sisters'sons to the former and jaang.
This lowest class is also described as gaat,nya ~,sons of the,
daughters of~. The implication is, as Evans-Pritchard points out,
that they 'are Dinka -'jaang. Similarly fetishes are said to he
gaatnyadeang- children of daughters of Deng, inferior affines of Dinka
therefore, 'spirits of a very inferior order.,ll The kuth nhial are
diel. the to;temic spirits • .1aang~· All this is satisfactory and expected.
Whatisint~resting is the claim ,of the man who respected ~ythons 'that
the python .is the' maternal uncle of the air-spirit deng.,l _
"
The formula points us towards a more significant reversal; that is
ther-elution of the so-called Leopard Skin priest to the ~ of a 'terri
tory.
I say so-called because,following, the development of Evans...
Pritchard's thought in the matter, I shall henceforth refer to him as

-13
kuaar mtlGn- priest of the earth. 13 . This personage appears to be ideally
. rul - stranger.
He is also thought of as standing in the relation of
mother's brother to the diel of the territory.
In faot many kuaar muons
lineages are pf Dinka origin.
It is possible to approaoh this problem by oonsideration of another
possible oomplementary opposition in Nueroategorization.
This must be
tentative as it does not as clearly emerge from Evans-Pritohard's pres
entation as do the previous ones.
I suggest a relation between the
kuaar ~ and the prophet - ~kwoth.
The \tuaar !m!2!!is by his very
name associated with the below, is conoeptually associated with ........
rul, has
to do with the reparation of disunity within the tribal seotions, belongs
to the world of the day-to-day and the expected.
Thegwan kwoth, poss
essed by or rather possessor of the sky-spirit is preeminently of the
above, he has to do with the political unity of the Nuer as Nuer, or
better, with the realization of the oonoept nathwhioh unites all in
opposition to the external jaang.
Ti~ ~an:kWOth is strikingly assoo
iated with the abnormal and the rare.
Perhaps there is something to
be made of the faot that the gwan kwoth. in the past at least, was assoo~
iatedwith the curing of barrenness while the kuaarmuon oures inoest.
.

.

.

-

The gwart k,,",oth belongs t~ the world of the above, that ideal world
whioh the Nuer looate in the past.
It is a world where there are only
the sky-spirits, the .2.2!. ~ and the pure ~, where all is.!!!!!. This
br~s the present into sharp foous~
The oonce;etual relationship between
diel and rul as mother's brothers to father's sisters would preolude
~iage .;nd therefore lineal oontinuity for the diel males.
There is
a situation of oonoeptual hypogamy in a field of infOrmal endogamy 
marriage outside the tribe is risky.
In faot the diel, who are in a
minority depend upon rul for the oontinuation of therr-lines and in real
life must be in the reii'tion of sisters' sons to them.
More light is thrown on this by the origin myth of the Jikany tribes15
- in whioh Kir is found in a gourd, is reared by the DinkaYul, and
beoomes the founa.er of the Gaatgankir olan - refleots a reality upon whioh
the oonoept Nuer (nath) depends.
Seligman's aooount (he speaks of the
origin· of the Nuer-without qualifioation) makes Kir marry into the line
age of Gaa, eldest son of the founding anoestor Gau,.· who is kuaar ~.
Kir, in this aooount, founds oertain seotions of the Jikany.I6 . .
The association of thekuaar muon With the mother's brother in
relation to the diel reverses the diel/rul relationship as, I suggest,
it is reversed inr~aJ,. life.
Positively it expresses the dependence of
the ~ upon the ~ for lineal continuity and for the reparation of
disunity resulting from feud.
When the kuaar ~,divides, as in the
rual ceremony following inoest, it is to allow lineal oontinuity to
deVelop where· before inoest prohibitions had preoluded it.
So, accord
ing to Seligman, the first kuaar muon wasoreated when Gau divided his
daughters between his two sons ~arrchildren of one mother) to allow his
line to develop.
He perfonned the first ~ o~remony whiohimpoaed
'exogamy on the desoendants of the two sons and made the elder of them,
kuaar ~.
The performanoe o.f the ~ o.eremony by the kuaar !!!!:!2!! may be seen
as something making for lineal continuity, something up~~ whioh that
oontinuity depends as it depends upon the bride givers.,.. . .
I have said that there 'appears to be a contradition between the
conoeptual distinotion diel/rul and the faots of marriage.
ASYmmetry
between affines, when combined with an endogamy whether formal,· as in
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the caste-system, or informal, as, here, produces problems. It would seem
that the greater the value-placed upon descent the greater the problems
must be in so far as· a [nan's standing is affected' by the marlriage of a
dista~t .kinsman. The less descent is traced back the easier it is to
preserve formal ~syrnmetry combined with factual reciprocity of marriage.
The Nuer concern for descent is obvious and is stressed by their habit
of assimilating affines with kinsmen in the category mar. Seligman makes
the point: ~Considering the wide conception of theinc;Bt barrier among
the Nuer it is not surprising that the ~ ceremony takes place fairly
frequently'.18
Following Evans-Pritchard we should qualify this by
pointing out that there are gegreesof incest from the most trivia.l to
the most serious. Nevertheless the offence i5 built in as an inevita
bility of Nuer life. The Nuer inevitably fall short of their ideals
just as, inevitably, diel stock is continued by rul women and no Nuer
lineage aa.n be truly nath.
~
This, if correct, is surely the most puzzling aspect of Nuer life.
The term diel seems to speak of a preoccupation wider and deeper than a
purely poiItical o~e. The Nuer are concerned, the literature stresses
it, with lienal continuity. But the .term diel associated with nath
suggests a~luation of purity of descent. Leaving aside the political
implications, the achieving of that purity in reality would involve
incest of the direst kind. (We have already seen how the Nuer desire
to widen their kinship at he expense, so to speak, of their affines,
involves them in frequent, if minor, infringements of incest prohibitions.)
But this condition of ideal purity is located in the mythic past. Their
recorded statements relating to the proliferation of ~ ~ and assoc
iated phenomena with the Dinka can be taken historically but they must
also be taken as symptomatic of-rruer life at the moment when they were
recorded. The contradiction is profound: the Nuer are ~ not jaang,
but in life they cannot be nath. They cannot maintain a strictly
hierarchical organization w~strict hypogamous marriage. In the
Indian caste-system the dilution of purity involved in formal or informal
hypergamy between ca.stes is to a considerable extent, but not entirely,
corrected by a heavy emphasis on deseent. There, however, the rule of
hypergamy is. strict. Among the Nuer the ideal would have strict hypogamy,
but an informal endogamy (or a strong tendency towards it), precludes
such a solution. Nuer statements about the past have justificatory and
in that sense explanatory value. We have a parallel in the hierarchy
of kwoth •. The movement from the above to the below is a moral decline
from kwoth to jaang, even to jur. At the same time it is a movement of
increasing involvement in lifea~ it is +ived. The hierarchy presents
in the vertical dimension what Evans-Pritchard presents in a lateral'
dimension by concentriccircles19 and what·the Nuer' themselves present in
the dimension of time: to. be Nuer is best; fo!' itl:L.' that this s,tate can
never be achi.eved.
The contradiction· seems to be related to the Nuertendency to' at
once emphasise and deny affinity. Theagfines of a mother's children
are associated with the mother's family and simultaneously merged in
the all:-embracing~. The world of ~ is, again, the world of'day-to
day. The world of ritual and agnation, however, is the world of a.gnatlon 
buth. Those who do not have buth between them are rul. CO The connotation
~he opposition seems clear~now for those who ~e butg between them
Nevertheless it is from the affines and from the
must marry rul.
children ofilie same mother . that the lineage (literally, we remember,
thok dwiel - mother's hut entrance) springs and fission results.
~on on the other hand is between the gaatgwan - the sons of the
father.·
Can we go so far as to suggest that this discussion points
towards a re-examination of the feminine principle in Nuer society?
Is it the case that the woman only achieves value by becoming male?

-'75
Certa.inly in rereading thetri:Logy I "'~', reminded 'of Postumos in~beline~
'Is; there noway for men to be'butwcirrien must be half-makers?'
Evans
Pritchard ex;pre~see the' same imp~essi.Q~i' ~gnatic desceil~ is, by.,a. kind
of paradpx, tracedtlWough
the ..;rilOther~,.:::l
'
.--. . .
"..

'

;

III

I tu~ now to consider the mat~r~al, on the" Dinka'~' "If' the preceding
account is both tentative and partial the' remainder of th'ediscussion '
will be evell more so.
I shall consi,der,ollly, those aspects of Dinka life
which directlY offer themselves as comp.arab.i~'with the'Nuer cOZ1.cepts
already mellti0tled. ,An ~lte~native" 'separatEtand'necesf;ary operation
would involxeiiPproachirig the twcisooieties fromth~point of'view of the
Dinka. One would expect as a resUlt to' b~ iri a.. positi~n 't,o,ask ques_ions
of the Nuer",material I;juch as might not 'arise without 'thisjtixtaposition.
When we turn to th,e Dinka we ,certainly feel ourselves to be 'in a
familiar world.
Indeed 'the initial ,imp~essi~n istha.t simple'trans
lation will convertsirnilarities' 'into identities; the 'coricepts:and
manners are easily recognised.
I shall touch on this question-of'simi":
larity,in my concJ,.usion.
For the present I am more concerned with
differences.
Anqindeed from the, outset' we sense a significantly diff
erent d:Lstribut;1.,onof emphasis in Dinkavalues!"
Certainly we find the'
distinct ion of the' above and the below 'and indeed the Dinka seem' to be
more concerned wi.th the distinction than the Nuer: hut 'we ribte that'
their myths concentrate on the reasons forthis'distinction rather than
upon the fact of it.
They are myths of separation not of, opposition;
if I may so put it.
We can note, incidentally, that the one such myth
recorded. by Evans-Pritchard 'although it accords well with Nuer con
ceptionsiri genal'al' is believed' by him 1;0ge of D::Lnka or:i.gin. 22, " ' , ,
,What f)'trikesone about the Dinka myths i's ,that the spatial reference
is, so to ,speak, blurred.,; Th~ sepa'rationl:rings~ loss but: it also defines
man.
The Dinka, emphasize the positive together with'the negative and , ,;
the very strese on separation suggests Co~tiri.ui.ty and rejo~ning.This
is all,su~cinct],y expressed int~e Dirika,.song:
Deng brings the rope of the finch
,.That we ~ay meet o~ one poundary
We and 't~~ moon and, D1v;i.nity'
:,Give the'rope of the finch
,''J:hat we may~eet on one boundary witll

the

moon •• 2';

The rope here is the ,rope which o~iginally connected men and Divinity,
the possibility
l.ts restoration i.s associated with 'the concept deng
in \Which th~ a,ttribut,es ofwh:at' Lienha:r;-d.t calls free and clan diviniti'es
are con-fused.
The ,same tendency'~omerg~ the opposit~on is£oundin '
the comparisqn between ~rihial(piny among the Nuer, and'the'Dinka
yath (pl. yeeth),.
Yath is no equivale~t forkwoth.
The area of ex- '"
perience associated with kwoth among the Nuer is, among 'the Dinka,
divided between riok and ~nhialic.
To, what extent it would be possible
to relate one of these tennf;l to the Azande mbole l;llldthen compare the
Nuer and Dinka degrees of specifica:~:ton, or to wh8.t extent it 'would be
profitabl~t is no'!' yet 6iear. ,FQrtbe present'what is noteworthy is

of
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the lack of indigenous ve~bal distinction in yeeth which would correspond
to Lienhardt's distinction between f~ee and clan divinities.
~ve note in
this,connedtiorl firstly that in another conte~t Lienhardt'speaks of,~ sky-'
spirit butthi$ is in relation to a. prophet; 2'+ more significantly in his
list of clan-divinities the vast majority relate to earth ;"'this includes
earth bound or low-flying birds.
Those which have dengas emblem, in his
terminology, also have an earthly yath.
He also report~ as 'listed ....
in various parts of Dinkaland' the planet Venus, and Comets together with
Cloud emblems. 25 Evans-Pritchard has also reported that sky-spirits ar~
associated with small lineages, 'especially lineages of Dinka descent. t2b
~l1e may conclude that the spatial distinction made ve~bally among the Nuer
~ is not absent in fact among the Dinka yeeth; but it is verbally
transcended ~~, in the actuality, mediated by earth associated birds and
objects intermediate between sky and earth.
A striking reversal of Nue~ conce~s is the belief among some Dirika
that their free yeett are late;..come~s.
Again: "It is asserted by many
Dinka that long ago watheer) they knew only Divinity and Deng who was
'Divinity itself', and the olan-divinities.e2B or these the most power
ful were the divinities of masters of the fishing spear.
Initially dt
would seem that whereas for the DiDka the proliferation of free-divinities
'in history' is, associated with an expanding univ~rse of experience which
does not a,e,em to challenge the lived social order, the Nuer associate the
increase of earth-spirits with the dilution of their h*th quality by
jaang and jur.
'
I'

We must add, as an aside, that it could also be argued that the
difference is not so great if we t,ake into account the claims of spear
masters, recorded by Lienhardt,29'that their clan divinities have temporal
priority.
The divinities of spearmasters may be presum,ed to be deng and
so sky associated. In this account clan divinities are also said to have
proliferated.
i'

What seems sure is that the Dinka do not associate moral decline with
the presence of strangers or Nuer.
Indeed, although. the word jur is also
used by the Dinka it does not refer to a category within Dinka society.
The Dinka, less unified and unifiable as a people, do not appear to effect
the equation diel
nath= men (or true men) as do the Nuer.
Perhaps it
is because they-ire r;ss concerned with such unity that they include the
Nuer in their own humanity and sometimes speak of them "almost as though
they were one of the Dinka 'peoples' .,,-,0 This does not mean that the'
Dinka lac~ any equivalent for E!!h, for they recognize' a cultural unity
in jieng. 1
,

=

Despite this reversal the Dinka do, as we have seen, attach an im
portance to primacy.
Where in the; tribal area the Nuer oppose diel!rul,
the Dinka oppose banx!kic.
The similarities are obvious, the dIffer~es
more important.
The !9£,commoner or, Lienhardt prefers, warrior clans
are in no sense lesser ~ although the banl/spear-masters have more
"life", nor are the idc strangers.
I cannot find any Dinka term having
qui.te the connotat,ioMof!E!.
The bany are first-comers and thought'
of as standing in the MB/ZS relation to the kic; they also have the
peace-making and spirituarpower'which, amoDg the Nuer is associated with
the kuaar !!!!:!2!!., But the spear-master is much more than a superior kuaar
muon as Lienhardt makes clear.
The implications of this are discussed
arrer a brief consideration of theMB/ZSrelation among the Dinka.
Given the way in whiCh those Dinka distinctions that parallel Nuer
ones are, at the same time, mediated, it is tempting to hypothesize that
the relations between affines among the Dinka will be both more clearly
defined and reciprocal than among the Nuer.
We do not, as yet,have
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the material on Dinka termi~ology and pra~tice that woUld allow 'us to
enter ,this field with such confidence. 'Francis Deng3 g telis us that the
bany, ',at ,least "among t~e: 'Ngok Diilka... ,have more wlve's ;than' th~kic whom he
refersta as commoners.
If,this is generally true' theywouldapp(tar to
be'yet'more:dependent (and perhaps aware of 'dependence) 'U:pon th~ k:1c than
the'diei are, upon the rule
Lienoordtl tends to'suggest a reoognitIOn'of
mutualdependeAcein thi,';matter.}3 'Again he liae'somewherepointed"to
the MB/ZS relation as' pro1fiding the model for friendship,It is unfort
unately not ppssible to even speculate from :the terminOlogica.1 informatj;on
re~orded by th~ Seligmans.
Iti~more 'fruitful to consider Dinks.spear-mast'ers iri relation to
the aciek -'prophet.
The spearwmaster'is closely associated with the
riverand~ like the kuaar m\lon. with ring ~ nesh.
But' he is n01ess
certainly'associated with the sky and' the a.bove:" they "are sometimes
calledbanY tibial, 'masters of the abov~', and are representations of
Divinity on earth."34 Here they may be ectuated with Nuer prophets as .
opposea to kua.~t muon,just as in ether 'aspects they can be 'equated with'
the, latter. "
"
,,'

When Lienhardt speaks of the transcendance in Dinkatbought of what
he calls 'experiential opposites,35 we can see, even frOilIthis rather •
crude comparison, how inappropriate would lili.ve been the Use of this term,
in its strict sense, if applied to the Nuer.
The tone of Nuer cate
gorical oppositions is, if one may so express oneself, privative and
exclusive.
The real, the authentic is opposed to the actual in such a
way as to make the Indologist, at least, think of Sankara.
The Dinka
on the other hand appear to solve their problems by the use of synthetic
categories which contain and transcend the opposition.
Further examples
of the difference would be the important Dinka words ring and $ .
For
the Dinka both terms synthesize spirit and matter.
Among the Nuer they
have spiritual associations, b~ whereas fDr them ring, apart from its
association with the kuaar muon, is only nesh, it is also the divinity
of the spear-masters among 't'heDinka.
The Nuer word for chyme - wau
(Dinka~) is iruportant in sacrifice but has material meaning,.only:-"
Among the Dinka it means not only chyme but also life and breath.
It
is not surprising"that the Diilka remark upon the Nuer habitual l'ecourse
to private prayer and compare this with their gwn emphasis upon the formal
and the collective.
Their own 'need is less. 3 , .. , '"
'
It would, no doubt, be aurprisingif the Dinka ~cked all'suggestion
of monism.
But·," to follow, the history of Indian philosophy,' Dinka
moniSl!! is, 'qualified'., 'l'here is ,an aseending scale o~life, a moral
hierarchy among the Dinka but it eme~ges asa continuity, a ~eries of
, transcendencies,' not a series of cleavages.
We could not, draw, for the
Dinka, a series of concentrio circles to repre~ent their political cos
mology without overlaps to indicate the inclusion of ',what, are simultan
eously excluded.
The pattern is given in the difference between the
Nuer opposition nath/jaang and the lack of anything quite so cle~ cut
among the Dinka who have amseries of overlapping categories indicating
4egrees ,of humanity: ,jieng is a subjective reference, ~ includes
jien.g toe;ether with other Dinka, the Nuer, Europeans and other peoples
known to the Dinka.
The two latter classes (not the Nuer) are also jur
who are in turn distinguished by colour.
There are finally ttopprobrious
terms for the Azande and other Sudanic-speaking" peoples, whom: the Dinka
seem scarcely to regard as 'people'."?f1
Without speaking of causes I think that we could associate soine of
these differences in thought with differences in population size and
environment.
In Evans-Pritchard's time the Nuer numbered about 200,000
which compares with the Dinka 900,000 at the time of, Lienhardt's work.
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Those marked cultural differences among the Dinka .which led the Seligmans
to refer to 'congeries of independent tribes' are nbt l~cking among the.
Nuer.38
But· they are eithe17 leas marked or less significant to the Nuer.
Either ·way 'the Dinka recognize that' Nuer !U'e able to unite on a larger
scale' than themselves. 39 'For the Dinka, life at anyone time is more
settled in the sense that it is not marked by such striking ecological
changes as are found among the, Nuer.
On the other hand the Dinka con
ceiv~ of themselves as a far ranging people over time.
Their own
geography and history contain diversity.

Much has been left out of this account of the Nuer and the Dinka.
Much will appear to have been simplified unpardonably, many exc~ptions
seen to be ignored.
For these faults I am quite impenitent. The whole
Nilotic, area is, I believe, ethnographically unique in our literature.
Nowhere else do we have such.detailed accounts of related peoples making
possible the develop~ent of' detailed comparison and the theory of com
parison.
This potentiality is largely the achiev~mentof Evans-Pritchard.
In 1940 he spoke of some future definition of the icharacters of Nilotic
culture and social structure.'
I have always believed that such, defin
ition was possible but clearly it could only be begun by very Smail-scale
and simple operations.
It is in the hope that the present venture will
provoke more informed and complex comparisons that my tribute is paid to
Evans-Pritchard's inspiration.
David Pocock.
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Meaning and Primitive

Reli~ions

Many contributors to this Journal have adopted what m:Lght be-called
the 'fideist' approach to the study of social phenomena.
The term
'fideism' connotes the idea that one should be faithful to one's subject
matter; that one should adopt a relativist attitude, paying special
attention to how participants conceptualise their activities and how
they 'create' various ways of looking at their 'worlds'.
Two crucial
features of the fideist approach are the emphasis on the fact that cul
tures do not altogether live in the same 'world', and that the major
interpretative task is toexamihe and describe social life as being
informed by various types of meaningful realities.
Because of this
attention to meaning, some have applied the term 'semantic anthropology'
to characterise the work of those who adopt the fideist perspective.
The contributors in question have expressed their dislike of those
truditional approaches (including both functionalism and structuralism)
which direct attention to causal or logical formulations rather than to
the meaningful nature of primitive life.
So far as one can gather,
they have met a twofold response from exponents of older styles of
anthropology: on the one hand they have been €adctlsed of ,failing to show
what exactly is entailed by the semantic approach, and on the other they
have been accused of being too philosophical, or, to use ian ev&n more
damaging word, of being 'metaphysical..
To an extent, traditional
minded anthropologists have bee~ quite entitled in adopting a negative
attitude to the (often young) upstat'ts who ha~~. dared to say that the
study of primitive society has not resulted in a proper appreciation of
meaningful realities.
Some contributors - myself included - have
certainly been rather too inclined to engage in polemics.:
We have per
haps t~rned too easily to philosophy and have not always done enough to
justify the fideist approach by detailed example.
However, our excuse must be that our elders have let us down.
The
study of how primitive peoples conceptualise their world, realities,
states of mind, moral and aesthetic values, the study, in other words,
of how phenomena exist in the primitive universe, is impossible without
detailed field reports, especially of a dialogue or conversational form.
Yet despite the absolute logical primacy of such facts in the study of
even the most 'sociological' aspects of primitive life, the great majority
of monographs contain only the most piecemeal descriptions of conceptual
arrangenmts.
We learn what the tools of ritual are, but we hear very
little about what the ritual specialists think of their activities.
In this paper I shall examine one of the few monographs - Godfrey
Lienhardt's Divinity and Experience (1961) - which actually portrays
what is involved in the fideist approach to religion.
My conclusion
will be that Lienhardt's work conclusively demonstrates all the advant
ages of escaping from one type of canon of 'scientific' clarity, rigour,
determinability and respectability.
To understand this conclusion,
however, we must first introduce a distinctioncbet'1een the general 'pos
itivist' and the fideist approaches.
For this distinction will allow
us to grasp what is entailed by Lienhardt's concentration,on 'meaning'
rather than on 'function' or 'structure': it will enable us to see why
a truly semantic study of primitive religion is imcompatible with a
scientific or positivist study.
Most British anthropologists Df religion have denied their subject
matter a proper reality of its own.
Adopting some variety of the pos
itivist scheme (~his being the view, in Talcott Parsons' words, that
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'positive'science constitutes man's soie posSJ..b1e-.si.gni.;(i.cant,cognitive
relation ,t'o external~ •• reality' (1937: 61»), they have had to treat
'religious phenomena as though they refer to scientifically acceptable
domains.
Consider the work of those belonging to the DUrkheimian
traditionwho~rgue that the social scientist cannqt acc~pt the exist
ence of specifically religious realities (such as God) arid who therefore
feel they have to relocate the substance of religion.
By their reading,
ritual and 'odd' beliefs do not really refer to the states of affairs
maintained by participants; instead, they refer to social institutions,
processes ~d value,s.
Whatever the plausibility of the positivist argument,it results
in sem~tic impoverishment.
Religious phenomena are accorded meaning
by illuminating them in terms of what are essentially alien realities,
and it takes no great stretch of the imaginationto realise that this
course has distracted arithropologists from understanding religion itself.
The consequences of the 'theory-dependent' course of reducing the
'religious meaning' of religious be~iefs tq something other than the
significances attributed by social participants is clearly visible, for
example, in Richards' remark that 'They [field workers] have studied
religious belief and ritual mainly through the behaviour of the people
in these [small scale] communities•••• [theyJ have restricted their study
of ritual to those aspects which bear on social s~ructure•••• ' (1967:293).
A strange restriction, one would have thought, to be imposed on the
~thropology of religion.
Indeed, to the extent that field workers
have interpreted religion in terms of the theory-dependent relationships
with social structure, they have run the very grave risk of talking about
something other than primitive religion: religion is very largely a
Participant construct; participants do not simply 'reduce their religious
life to social structure; therefore when anthropologists make the reduct
ionist step, they radically distort the partic;lpant's universe of dis
course and their meaningful realities.
'
Characteristically, when positivists attempt to justify their
procedure they claim that social scientists should not engage in 'theology'.
Thus Leach suggests that the 'answer' given by Catholics when asked to
explain the birth of Jesus is not 'the sort of answer which should be
offered by professional anthropologists in the yourseoftheir profess
ional duties'.
Replies of the type, 'i'le know that virgins do not
conceive; but we also know that the Holy Mother of God was and ever
'shall be an immaculate Virgin' are unsatisfactory'because 'We are social
analysts not theologians'.
'From an anthropological point of view',
continues Leach, 'non-rational theological propositions can only serve
as data not as explanation t (1969:103).
Leach's rejection of theology is surely correct when it entails
the rejection of the view that one should examine religious phenomena
in' terms of the 'meanings' infused by what he c~lls the 'supernatural
sender' (ibid:9).
However. Leach (and other Durkheimians) are so keen
, to reject the fideistic approach that they do not appear to realise
that there are many types of ~heology. Ramsey, for instance, does not
deny that the full significance of the religious way of life is con
sequential upon what he calls the 'penny dropping', but he still
insists on the value of conceptual or philosophical analysis, tracing
the logi~al nature of religious language to show how this logic facil
itates the distinctiveness of religious styles of meaning., The
positivists, in other words,are so persuaded by the argument that the
reality of religion must be relocated if it is to be put under scient
ific scrutiny that they polemically equate' theology with the 'meaning
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lies with the Word of God or act--of' '"faith' argument..,. and tjle.n....;t.ej.ect
theology in toto.
Accordingly, they do not realise the benefits of
fideistic (or theological in the sense of theology as conceptu.al analysis}
examinat ion.
With these considerations in mind, it comes as something ofa shock
to find Lienhardt claiming that for analytic purposes Dinka 'Powers' must
be regarded as representations of realities more accessible to a uni
versal rational knowledge than they need to be in the Dinka view of them ••
I have described them for the most part as the Dinka themselves und~rstand
them; but in this chapter I try to give a different account of them, not
now as ultra-human "beings" which might form the sUbject-matter of a
Dinka theology, but as representations (or as I here prefer to call them,
"images") evoked by certain configurations of experience contingent upon
the Dinkas! reaction to their particular physical and social environment,
of which a foreigner can also have direct knowledge' (1961:147).
Lienhardt, in other words, appears to be fo~lowing the positivists,
arguing that Dinka religion should be understood in terms of social and
physical experiences which we can share, rather than in terms of the
Dinkas' own religious entities or realities, namely the 'Powers'. Yet
we are treating his work as a classic example of anthropology as the
study of meaning.
Perhaps the first thing to notice is that Lienhardt fo~mulates his
rejection of interpretation in terms of 'ultra-human beings' in a vety
narrow and precise fashion.
His formulation has two main aspects: on
the one hand we, as Westerners, cannot understand Dinka beliefs from
within (or theologically) because 'To the Dinka the Powers are known by
personal encounter, as living agents influencing their lives for good
or evil •••• but no Europeam actually encounters DENG, GARANG, or the
other Powers as the Dinka claim to do'.
And on the other hand, the
Powers 'cannot be understood by us if they are regarded as referring
to theoretical "beings" whose existence is posited, as it were, before
the human experience to which they correspond••••l have suggested that
the Powers may be understood as images corresponding to complex and
various combinations of Dinka experience which are contingent upon their
particular social and physical environment.
For the Dinka they are the
grounds of those experiences; in our analysis we have shown them to be
grounded in them, for to a European the experiences are more readily
understood than the Powers, and the existence of the latter cannot be
posited as a condition of the former' (ibid: 147, 169-70; my emphasis).
We can now locate Lienhardt's work with reference to our distinc
tion between positivism and fideis~. One c~nnot say that Divinity and
Experience is entirely free of the positivist spirit: he tends to
relocate the reality of Dinka religion by shifting the emphasis from
ontologically sound 'ultra-human beings' to thQse experiences to which
Westerners can respond.
At the same time, however, his rejection of
a theological appreciation is limited to a rejection of the 'meaning
is dependent upon the acceptance of irreducible religious experiences
or messages or Powers' position.
The scope of semantics is assured
because he specifically refuses to be drawn into the extremeSof the
Durkheimian approach (see ibid: 10, 131,165-6) and because he does not
reject theology as conceptual analysis.
Concerning the second of these
points, we have already indicated that Lienhardt is perfectly prepared
to investigate the Powers in terms of how 'the Dinka themselves under
starld them', and concerning the first point, we might conclude that his
semantic approach is greatly encouraged by his insistence that the
experiences which offer meaning to the beliefs and activities under

consideration, are only of. a' 'weakly' positivist order.
Lienhardt's work lies between the extremes of theology and posit
ivism.
His rejection of one type of theological interpretation does
not result in the collapsing of the significance ofDinka religion
aocording to the fashion' of strict Durkheimia.na, , for instead; of being
content with the simple theory that religious phenomena are merely a
way of 'talking about' social relationships (and functioning_to maintain
the social order), ',he' is, concerned to show the cultural depth of religious
life.
To clarify this point, and to suggest what we mean by the term
'weakly positivist' we might reflect on the following passage,:, from his
work:
'~Vhat is represented•••in,. the oral rites, is what the Dirtka
see as the truth of a situation "'anexistential truth, if
one may so call it, and not the truth of specific facts in
space or time.~ ••Like prophecies, the ceremony eventually
represents as already accomplished what the community, and
those who traditionally can speak for them, collectively','
intend.
Thus the masters of the fishing-spear eventually
state that they have freed the man from the agent which is
troubling him; ideally~ he should get up at once and return
to normal health and vigour, and this is what sometimes
happens in accounts of idealized sacrifices. The "patient"
becomes "convalescent", in the full etymological sense of
these terms.
In fact, some delay is expected, and the
delay shakes no faith.
For the sacrifice is its own end. '
It has already created a moral reality, to which physical
,facts are hoped' -eventually to conform.

We have seen that the main oral rites, those at sacrific,es,
assert by a combination of assertions of control and ad~
missions of weakness a relationship between freedom and
contingency in human life, in which freedom appears event
ually as the stronger.
Human beings explicitly assert
their ability to act upon the conditions which they
constantly passively experience.
It is of particular
importance, in this regard, to recognise that the sacri
ficial rite is first and foremost an act of victimization.
A strong 'and active beast ,. is rendered, 'weak and passive so .
that the burden of human passionesmay, be transferred, to,
it (ibid: 250-251) ~'
,
The analysis is far removed from such reductionisticarguments as,
'sacrifice functions to restore social equilibrium when people are
threatened by illness'.
Our attention is not directed to a theory
dependent (and thus strongly positivistic) view of religiorll. within
the mechanistic and determinable (if not measurable) social process.
Instead, our attention is drawn to states of- affairs which, to an
extent,atleast,lie beyond the :positivist frame of reference.
To
make this claim is to raise awkward philosophical difficulties: for
instance, are we (and Lienhardt) entitled to argue in terms of the
naturalistic fallacy, to conclude that the~e exists 'existential truth'
, which is hot 'the truth of specific facts in space or time'?
Fortu
nately for us we can rest our argument on the fact that strict socio
logical symbolists quite clearly do not feel at ease with such realities
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or 'truths'.
As positivists, they feel obliged to introduce, via their
relocatory procedure, truths of a publicly verifiable (space-time) variety.
By rejecting this position, we have seen how Lienhardt has greatly
facilitated a much broader appreciation of religious phenomena than is
to be found in the works of those who beIong to the Durkheimian tradition.
He does not altogether disregard the Durkheimian idea of projection 
his emphasis on social experience is quite evident in such remarks as
'clan-divinities represent •••• the ideal and permanent values of agnation
for the Dinka', and, 'when ancestors more recent than the founding an
cestor of a whole clan have been for a long time separated in diffe~ent
parts of the country, their descend'ants, as groups, are differentiated
in a way which is reflected in their different range of divinities'
(ibid:135,120 my emphasis) - but by utilising the theory as a key to the
existential and moral significance of Dinka religious beliefs rather than
as a key to Dinka social organisation, he successfully escapes from the
confines of strict positivism.
Not surprisingly, the most interesting aspects of Divinity and
Expe:rienc.e are those where Lienhardt entirely transcends the general
positivist framework.
I am thinking especially of those passages where
he attempts to lead us into the conceptual framework revolving a~ound
Dinka ideas of man-world relations.
His examination of Dinka notions
of personality, world and reality are of central importance for at
least three reasons.
Fitstly, the analysis conclusively demonstrates
the extent to which semantic anthropology has very little to do with
scientific reductionism.
Secondly, it provides the key to many
features of Dinka religion, this key being relatively distinct from
the one provided by Lienhardt' s use of 'experience'.
And finally, his
analysis is of great value because it can serve as a paradigm case of
the study of meaning: it suggests what is involved in tracing the
rationale of the 'deep' beliefs which inform social life; it suggests
how difficult it is.~~ engage in what surely must be the primary task
of anthropology, namely the exegesis of 'alien' ways of conceptualising,
in fundamental fashion, the various types of entities and realities
which might be said to exist in the world.
Discussing the 'difficult question of differences between Dinka and
European self-knowledge', Lienhardt argues that,
I 'Z·".J' Dinka have no conception which at all closely corresponds
to our popular conception of the "mind", as mediating and, as
it were, storing up the experiences of the self.
There is for
them no such interior entity to appear, on reflection, to stand
between the 'experiencing ..•.1: self at any given moment and what
is or has been an exterior influence upon the self •••• It is
perhaps significant that in ordinary English usage we have
no word to indicate an opposite of "actions" in relation to
the human self.
If the word "passions", passiones, were
still normally current as the opposite of "actions", it would
be possible to say that the DinkaPowers were the images of
human passiones seen as the active sources of those passiones!
(ibid:149,151).

When most anthropologists have been. faced by ethnographic situations
where central Western concepts are either absent or differently located
by reference to one another, they have tended to ignore the implications

of thei.'mdings.
Some ind,eed have even failed to' repo~t any fin;dings
at all ( '~" for' example, have given accounts of what happens to the
conceptfjor states.of a~fairs) 'iov~' and 'jealo~sy' in the cont(;'lxt
of poly~tdric or polygynous marriage :systems?). ~Ho~ton, to mention just
one example of someone who has at least recognised the 'fact that other
cultUres often'have distinctive conceptual 'configUrations, does not
appear to know how to 'handle his finding that many African societies do
.. not' possess the modern' distinction ktween 'mind" and 'matter' (i970: 157) •
, This rather depressing situation can surely 'be attributed tothe diffi
culties of such exegcsis,difficuities whi.h can often be attributed to
the 'fact that \')hat is at 'stake is .the relationship between language and
reality.
In other 'words , what 'is, at stake .is the ,prpblem' of' det ermining
the extent' to which language can create its own reality: to cite a now
classic question, 'Is belief an experience?,.l
Again, is the existence
of.loveor jealousy dependent on the existence (in any particular culture)
of th~se notions,or ;aretheyextra-li~guisticentities?
Moving somewhat
closer,:topivinity and Experience, what are we to make of those modern
theologi,elru;~L':' who appear to treat the reality of Godin terms 'of the
language game of God-talk?
And firially, this time taking an 'example
which bears directly on Lienhardt's work, exactly what'perceptual,exper
iential, eXistential, conceptual, mo:raJ. and even ontolog:tcal issues are
.dependent upon the absence of' 'our popular modern conception of the "mind"
as mediating and, as it were, stqring up the experiences of the self"?
dhat~,it to maintain, as Lienhardt does, that '\Jithout these Powers or
images or an alternative to them there would be for the'Dinka no differ
entiation between'experience of the self
of the world which acts
upon it" (1961:170)',

and

Since this paper is only de~igned to emphasise the possible scope
of a Semantic anthropolOgy, I willirigly'excuse myself from
general
di,scussionofthese most complex matters"
Let us instead outline some
of the 'ways in whicH Lienhardt gives substance and m,eaning to Dinka ideas
of self-knowledge:

a
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l'1EM6~: For the Dinka, past experiences are not mediated by what
we call '!nind'.
It foilQwS that 'what we should call in aome cp,sas
the Itmem'c>ries'" ..ofexperi~nce~, an'd .regard therefore as in some way in
trinsic 'and interior to the remember~ngpGrBOn and modified in their
effect' up,on' him by that 'interiority, appear to the Dinka C5 exter'iorlY
acting upon him, ';'S were the' sdurces from which they were derived'
(ibid:149).
To use a word developed by cert-ain 'ijittgensteinian phil
. oslpphers, this stat~' of affairs affects the "grammar' of sevoralDinka
notions 'associated with the act of 're,metnbering pas:\; experiences' • .'
Dreams are not ~nlt dreams; the strong improssions Dinka might receive
on visiting, to use Lienhardt's example, Khartoum, are not simply
, thog,ghtof as the 'in.f1u,ence' of the place; what for us is only the
'promp~i~g of a guilty consc~ence' is not so regarded by the Dinka; and,
perhaps most fundarn entally of all, what we might' call the 'immanence'
,of 'spiritual a~~ivitycannot be conceptualized in quite the same way
by the pinka (see ibid:149-150)~ In"all these examples, what are'
presumably in some sense distinctive states of affair~ (such as are
denoted in English by the terms: 'memory', 'dream', 'guilt' and so on)
are conceptualised by the Dinka in a different way because they lack
our notion of 'mind'.
With thei,r religious entities functioning,
according to' Lienhiirdt' s analysi's, as 'the images of human passiones
seen,a~ th.e active source of 1h>:sepassiones',the Dinka seem to con
ceptu~lise memories of past experiences in terms of relig;ous phenomena.
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In other words, granted the basic premise that the Dinka treat their
'memories' as affecting them in the fashion
pap~ibri~s, the oniy way
they oan ensure a degree of control over the automatic pressures of the
exte~nal world (or as Lienhardt says, effect a 'differentiation between
experience of the self and of the world which acts upon it') is by
'imaging' their memories.
And.this they do in a religious way: dreams
are associated with free divinities (ibid:57); Khartoum is said to
follow the Dinka who have lived there for some time as 'divinities are
said to "follow" those with whom they have formed a relationship' (ibid:
149) ; the fetish MATHIANq GOK. 'works analogously to. what, for Europeans,
would be the prompting of 'a guilty conscience i {ibid:150),2 arid, to give
one more example,illness and suffering are conceptualised in terms of
something 'akin to Hindividual totemismll or "nagualism" (ibid:15l).

of

CONTROL OVER EXPERIENCE:
Mention of th~ Dinkas' attitude to
suffering allows us to complete the extract we earlier gave concerning
Dinka sacrifice.
Lienhardt concludes with the words, 'It [the sacri
ficial beast] Buffers vicariously for those for whom sacrifice is made,
and men, thus symbolically freed from the agents which image their
sufferings, and corporately associated with each other and with the
agents which image their strength, proclaim themseives the creatures
whose deliberate action prevailed over the first master of the fishing
spear and received his gift of "life'" (ibid:251).
Imaging their
experiences, which is another way of saying that the Dinka 'extrapolate',
'transfer', 'reflect', or 'represent' them in terms of religious entit
ies (ibid:150-1, 165-6), ensures that 'there arises for them •••• the
possibility of creating a form of experience they desire, and of freeing
themse+ves symbolically from what they must otherwise passiv~ly endure'
(ibid: 170; See also p.291)~ To offer a somewhat crude generalisation,
we of the West have great freedom and control: our 'minds' allow us to
a.ctt on the world, often in a scientific manner.
The Dinka, on the
other hand, neither have 'minds' nor have a scientific response to ill
ness.
Refusing to entirely bow to the passione~, they so to speak
create a 'secondary' mind: much of the interest of Divinity and
EXEerience lies in the way in which Lienhardt traces the interplay
between the control of religious entities over human affairs and the
mediated way in whioh men can control their experiences through the
sacrifioial process.
To an extent at least, religious entities function
as 'mind', but the differences between the two ways in which both the
Dinka and ourselves effect a distinction between 'a subject and an.
object in experience'(ibid) suffice to alter the 'grammar' of such
notions as freedom and control.
The consequences for politicalanth
ropology are obvious, this suggesting the primacy of semantic anthrop
ology over more 'sociological' endeavours.
BELIEF:
There are many other implications of Dinka conceptual
isations of self-knowledge, but I want to conclude by mentioning just
one more.
Our discussion of 'belief' will then act as a convenient
point of introduction to the conclusion of this paper: the problems
raised by the relationship between Dinka notions of self-knowledge
and Lienhardt's emphasis· on 'experience' as a way of interpreting
their religio~s phenomena.
According to Lienhardt, it is 'not a simple matter to divide the
Dinka believer, for analytic purposes, from what he believes in, and
to describe the latter then in isolation from him as the "object" of
his belief' (ibid;155).
As we have seen, the Dinka attach more

importance to the role of the 'world' in acting on them than do we of
the West (hence the fact' that 'in ordinary English usage we have no word
to indicate an opposite of "actions" in relation to the human self').3
We have also realised that in so far as the Dinka distinguish between "a
subject and an object inexperience', they do so via religious means
(or the imaging process) which allow much greater interplay between
human action and religious passiones than is the case with our predom
inantly verificatory and manipUlative relationship with reality. Taking
these two considerations t6getheri we realise that the, Dinka do not, at
least to the same extent as us, live in a world where 'belief' would be
important. 'As Lienhardt puts it, 'Their world is not for them an object
of study, but an active sUbject; hence the world (piny) as a whole is
often invoked for aid along with other Powers' (ibid:156).
The world acts on the Dinka: hence Lienhardt's emphasis on the
notion passioneS.
And hence also his claim that the notion 'belief'
is of dubious value when applied to their universe.
But there is more
to this question than simply pointing to the interplay between actions
andpassiones, and it is at this point that we can return to some of
the considerations with which we began.
What we can now do, in other
words, is suggest how Lienhardt's analysis of Dinka ideas of self
knowledge has encouraged hini to use 'experience' as a. key to thei r
religion.
In conclusion, therefore, I hope to show that whilst there
is undoubtedly some eonnexion between his two keys to Dinkareligion
(namely 'experience' and ideas oiself), his appeal to the,former key
is not' quite so successful as his appeal to the latter.
I should point
out that the semantic issue here at stake is the absolutely crucial one
of how the Dinka conceptualise their various 'realities'.
First, what exactly is the connexion between these two keys?
It
is to be sought in Lienhardt I s claim that Dinka Powers are 'the images
of human ~assiones seen as the active sources of those passiones'.
'Experience' is important because it provides the initial grounds of '
the passiones; and Dinka theoriesof'self"knowledge enter into the
picture beoause, as should now be obvious, the Dinka articulate their
d;istinctionbetween the self and the world in such a~ay as not to
encourage our own clear-cut idea of believing in something.
Concerning these points, Lienhardt continually emphasises 'the
fact that, ''Statements about the divinities, as represented in hymns,
are imaginative and creative, not dogmatic or doctrinal.
There is no
formal orthodoxy, and any imaginative association Which does not contra
dict the general configuration of associations for particular divinities
in the mind of any Dinka can be accepted as an insight into the nature
of the divine' (ibid:91).
Again, discussing whether or not the Dinka
have to face the' problem of evil, he concludes that DiVinity and
MACARDIT 'are not conceived as "beings" actively· pitted against each
other, as experiences in themselves cannot actively oppose each other.
The difference between them is not intrinsically in them but in the
human experiences they image' (ibid:159).
It follows that by treating
Dinka religious entities as 'experiences' (or, perhaps more accurately,
as'being about experiences), Lienhardt adds plausibility to his
theoretical assumption that Dinka religion is best interpreted 'as
representations of realities [i.e. experiences of the natural or
social world] more accessible to a universal rational knowledge than
Ith,Py need to be in the Dinka Jview of them'. \Vhat is entailed in, this
is made quite obvious in the following quotations:
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it is in the representation of extremely complex
configurations of moral. and physical experience, the elements
in which are not distinct from each other but are-ambedde~
as it were, in extensive metaphors, that the Powers have
their forc6' (ibid:16l).
'But to attempt to produce an account, however lucid and
ingenious, of a kind of Dinka "creed" and pantheon, would
be to start concealing what, as I see it, is the clue to
our understanding the facts ~ that is, that Dinka religion
begins with natural and social experience of particular kinds'
(ibid:96).
.
Now it might well be the case that Lienhardt is perfectly correct
to emphasise that Dinka religious phenomena are pervaded by 'experience'
rather than resting on 'logical or mystical elaboration of a revealed
truth as are our own theological considerations •••• ' (ibid:156), this
suiting his rejection of a 'theological' understwlding.
But one cannot
help suspect that however much his desire to apply the key of 'experience'
is facilitated by the evidence provided, amongst other things, by Dinka
notions of self-knowledge, it results in a semantic distortion of how
the Dinka themselves regard their religious phenomena.
For according to
his analysis, the Powers seem often to become experiences or extensive
metaphors, a fact which does not fit easily with his assertion that 'To
the Dinka the Powers are known by personal encounter, as living agents
influencing their lives for good or evil'.
The point I am making is this: a semantic anthropology cannot
afford to make a simple minded distinction between how participants re
gard their religious phenomena and how the outside observer might be
prompted to construe them in theory-dependent (or positivistic) terms.
This m~ght appear to be a large claim, but it rests on the simple consid
eration that to say 'x' people's religious entities are merely symbolic
expressions or metaphors of social or physical experiences' is not to say
anything much about what must be the crucial concern of a semantic anth
ropology (namely 'participant meaning') if the participants themselves
assert, for example, that their religious entities are 'living agents'.
Lienhardt, I should hasten to add, cannot easily be criticised on this
score, if only because h~ is surely correct in using 'experience' as a
key to Dinka religion (one can hardly deny that we as \:Jesterners must
find some way of interpreting phenomena which are alien to us, even though
such an interpretation might run contrary to certain participant assertions).
-Nevertheless, even if it be admitted that it is justifiable for Western
anthropologists to 'add' certain things to participants beliefs in order
to satisfy their,own canons of intelligibiiity, we should still not lose
sight of the limitations of such an approach.
It seems to me that what we require is a form of 'two-way' intell
igibility.
On the one hand, Lienhardt gives much evidence to suggest
that many aspects or features of Dinka religion can quite justifiably
be interpreted in terms of the 'experience' model: 'Divinity is thus
comprehended in and throggh natural experience, and not merely as a theor
etical force producing the oreer of the world from without' (ibid:158).
Appropriately applied, this model seems to bridge quite satisfactorily
the gap b@tween whut undQrst~nding must be for us, and what understanding
religious phenomena ~ for the Dinka.
It can also sometimes be applied
to illuminate for us certain features of Dinka religion which the Dinka
themselves do not regard in quite the same way (the Dinka regard their

Powers as living agents, and, for all we know, ,do not possess the term
, extensive metaphor'.
But· this is not .to. say that we cannot acquire
understanding by treating the Powers as gaining some of their 'foroe'
from their metaphorical relationship with 'experience').
On the other
hand, however, there comes ,a point when we ask different questions of
the Powers, and it is at this point where we might need another way to
intelligibility.
To develop this, we can take Lienhardt'sclaim that 'It is not
suggested, of course, that·the Dinkaapprehend.their beliefs in this way
{in terms of the imaging process,including the process .of "separation"]'.
It is true that Lienhardt co,ntinues by giving an example, .pertaining to
the notion atyep , which suggests·howqlose they are to our notion of
'image t, but .the fact remains that the 'experience-imaging t model is not
especially appropriate if we ask ·the question, for instance, what type
of reality do the Dinka themo$Ji;:1v~s 'attribute to their Powers. a,ndwhat
exactly do they haVe in mind when theYcallthem living agents?
It is
surely significant that Lienhardt has little to say on these matters,
and that what he does say is, not entirely consistent (compare, in this
respect, his claims that the Dinka live;i.n a 'single world', that the
Powers 'operate beyond the categories of space and time which limit
human actions', and that the Powers are living agents (ibid:28,147).
There is no single way of interpreting Dinka·(or any other) religion.
From a semantic point of view, the 'experience-imaging' model can be
regarded both as an heuristic device and as a substantial replication of
certain features of Dinka religion.
It affords one perspective and
answers one set of questions.
Other features are perhaps best treated
in other terms: in the example just..raised, understanding the type of
reality of Powers would surely entail establishing what the Dinka regard
by 'space' and 'time', what the notion of 'living agents' has to do with
these notions, and how it is possible for the Dinka to live in a .' single
world' when this world is so disrupted by space/time considerations., It
is perhaps paradoxical that Powers are, from one point of view, intelli
gible in terms of 'experience' and 'metaphorical extension' of the
imaging process, whilst from another perspective they become real living
agents and all that that entails, but it should be born in mind that if
we desired a full understanding of, for instance, our notion 'mind' we
would be faced with a situation where: a) scientists, Christians and
others would all give different accounts, and b) where different
questions would so to speak articulate different usages (and therefore
meanings) of the notion.
Thus.my only criticism of Divinity and Experience is that Lienhardt
does not seem to fully appreciate the advantages of wha.t I have called
'two-way' intelligibility.
This is to say that he does not fully free
himself from the 'one-way' intelligibility provided by the general
positivist approach: he lets his emphasis on the 'experience-imaging'
model take precedence over asking, in a non-positivist fashion, quest
ions about how the Dinka conceptualise the reality of their religious
entities. I cannot push this criticism very far because Lienhardt
frequently engages in remarkably sensitive analyses of features of
Dinka religion, such analyses not always being couched in terms of the
key provided by 'experience' (see for instance, his discussions of
such Dinka notions as 'truth', 'justice', and 'respect' (46-7, 139-40».
Nevertheless, we have argued that his handling of the nature and
reality of Powers is hampered by his interpretation of them solely as
images.
The Christian God has been interpreted by some theologians
as a symbolic expression of existential depth or of the Unknowable,
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but in an analagous vein to our criticism of Lienhardt's work, they also
have been qriticised for neglecting the propositional or dogmatic nature
of God-talk.
Can we realistically suppose that Dinka religion lacks
dogma to the extent suggested by Lienhardt?
Or are we rather to infer
that he has treated it like this in order to facilitate his key of
,, experience' ?
Whatever critioisms one might make of Divinity and Experienoe, they
oonstruot~ve form.
To question Radcliffe-Brown's interpretation
of primitive religion is to engage in a futile e~eroise, there being no
worthwhile returns to ohe's endeavours.
To question Lienhardt's work,
on the other hand,is to raise the type of issue which most anthropologists
of religion have oonsistently ignored.
How do alien concepts oohere to
gether?
How do the Dinka express, organi0e and control their experiences?
What are the consequences of their lacking our popular concept of 'mind'?
How do conceptual shifts work (is there an entity called •guilt , which we
conceptualise in one way but which the Dinka conceptualise differently)?
And, just to mention some issues which we have barely remarked on, how do
the Dinka solve the problem of evil, what has their religion to do with
moral life, and how exactly do their religious entities relate to and
manifest themselves in the affairs of man?
Instead of drearily trotting
out the sociological symbol~ii!tellectualist or structuralist interpret
ations of primitive religion, should we not instead be attending to these
essentially semantic and essentially profound questions, especially those
which are raised by the ways in which man's various relationships with the
world (characterised by terms like 'verification', 'expressive', '~xper
ience', and 'evertts,)4 give rise to equally various styles of mean1ngful
relations?

all take a

To summarise the approach I am advocating, the fideistic study of
primitive cultures does not simply entail grasping that notions of the
'witchcraft', 'guilt' and 'intention' level of description are quite variously
articulated in different cultures.
More fundamentally, we have to do
wi th those categorisations 0 f the world which li~ behind, 'Md- infoTilI:,
such institutions as witchcraft, sacrifice or CQurts of law. Imagine a
culture which supposes that phenomena ranging from gods to material objects
are thought of in terms of the idea of 'force'. Clearly, this notion will
affect, amongst other things, how we interpret 'magic', the idea of being
free to act in certain ways, and the relationship between spiritual and
everyday affairs. But it is also important to realise that the way in which
the:' key notion 'force' generates distinctive relationships' and patterns is
very largely a consequence of its 'reality' statuso Thus if according to
participant criteria 'forcel'is opposed to some notion of everyday mechanical
causality, we would be inclined to seek its conceptual implications at, say,
the moral levelo If, on the other hand, the notion has a reality status which
obscures our distinction between 'causing someone to do something' and 'causing
a car to go', we would somehow have to trace a different set of conceptual
implications (we might find, for example, that the notion has an existential
status, having to do with~life force, this explaining why it obscures our
distinction between What can losely be called physical and moral causality).
:'LJ.':': "

Although I do not find it easy to make my pomnt, examples such as these
suggest that the Way in which fundamental notions organise conceptual
arrangements and social activities has much to do with their'reality status;
whether or not they concern attitudes (such as worship), moral propositions,
'dream times', the publically Observable and verifiable world, poetic insights,
transcendental cosmologies, immanent powers of a supposedly automatic nature,
and so on,
By treating Powers as experiences, Lienhardt has been able to
trace a set of relationships between many other Dinka conceptso It is sad
that British social anthropObgists have been so obsessed by positivist red
uctionism, for if this had not been the case we might today be able to contrast
the Dinka situation with the conceptual patterns associated with such basic
reality constructs as 'life is an illusion', 'men do not~have souls', 'all is
alive', 'all is force', 'religion is love', 'only God knows the truth', and,
to give a final example, don Juan's state of 'seeing'o

Notes

1.

Needham's Baliet, Language
the status of a classic in
all the more so because of
reductionistic and crudely
structuralism. '

and E!perience is rapidly acquiring
the field;" of semantic anthropology;
Needham' sprior allegiance to the
logical style of analysis known as

2.

Lienhardt has several interesting things to say about the
relationship between, for example, witchcraft, morality and
states of mind such as envy. Thus: tAn envious man ••••not
%'ecogn:Lsing the.envy in himself~. transfers to another his
experience, of it, and sees its image in him, "the witch'"
(ibid).
Such analysis of witchc%'aft reminds one of Crick's
outlined reconceptualisation in terms of 'moral spaces'
(see J.A.S.O. Vol. 4"no.l).

J

~.1'0

emphasise thi,s point, we can remember Lienhardtts remark,
iWe see the difference between the underlying passivity of
th~ Dinka in their relation to events. and the active con
struction which we tend to place upon our role in shaping
them' (ibid:235).

4.

In an earlier article in J.A.S.O. (Vol.3ti>-3~'Ihave attempted
to trace how don Juan's utterances can be interpreted in
terms of 'a distinctive relationship with 'events'; I
suggested that his discourse somehow belongs to the level
of 'events', this explaining why so many of Castaneda's
questions were inappropriately addr0ssed.
Paul Heelas.
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I.

"-Power and tl:e Big Man in New Guinea
As anthropoJlogists we tend to be~6onfused at times as to whether_ w~e
ought to be ethno-sociologists or empirical philosophe~s. Falling
uneasily somewhere between two opposed camps, we continue to look for
'data', but are often unclear what to do with it.
We must make a stand.
In this paper I argue for the "primacy of semantic anthropology over more
'sociological' endeavours" (Heelas: . "Mearung and Primitive Religions'!
J.A.S.O: this issue).
A sociological approach to political realities
tends to begin with a search for 'leaders, power, authority, anarchy'
and so on, fitting the existential situation into the categories formed
by political science.
Semantic anthropology first goes to the indigenous
interpre~ations and t4en decides how best to translate them, often leading
to a proliferation of categories, some of which we may immediately recog
nise, others of which will stretch our powers of imagination.
Given
the proliferation of cultures and their particular ways of seeing the
world we must be prepared to accept such a proliferation of categories.
Being prepared to look at other peoples' ways of seeing the world is a
healthy step away from the mechanistic model of man implicit in much of
the sociological type of anthropology.
BehavioUr is rule-governed, but
we must first of all find the rules which govern a particular people's
behaviour; and these are unlikely to be rules couched in terms deriyed
within a highly stratified, industrial society if the culture in question
consists of a few thousand people living close to the soil.
In this paper I wish t~ illustrate some of the problems surrounding
the analysis of power structures in New Guinea.
My argument generally
is that works on concepts such as the 'New Guinea big man' have been
largely methodologic/illly misguided, given our i;lresen-c--·state of awareness
about certain facets of New Guinea thought.
We must know more before
we can generalise.
" ••• social anthropology is comparative or it is not
a discipline at all" (Needham 1967:447n.), but we must make sure that
what is being compared is susceptible to comparison, and if so, on what
level.
In situations of social change, such as those which prompted
this debate, the 'before' and 'after' may be so very different that a
completely different type of analysis is appropriate to the 'before' from
that which seems adequate for analyzing the 'after'.
Any meaningful
comparison is not a simple matter of a question of the "were the old
lea?-ers more powerful than the neW?" type, but' a matter for detailed and
pain'staking conceptual analysis.
The . 'before' and 'after' debate I am
referring to in this paper centres upon two papers (Brown 1963 and
Salisbury 1964) which I present here in such a simplif~ed for~ to deem
it necessary to direct the reader to the sources to avoid misrepresent
ation.
For the present purposes, however, the main threads are drawn
out briefly.
The introductory remarks of Brown's paper will set the scene nicely:
"It is a commonplace in the study of changing political systems that
the imposition of alien rule restricts the power of traditional author
ities.
Yet I am going to claim what may seem the reverse - that alien
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rule gives new p,owers to the native authorities i t establishes •• ·• • (Brown
1). Whereas in t~~ typical New Guinea s~ciety leaders are
1963:
subjeot to constant oQntr"l by the' group within whi.ch th~y operate, never
bein8; sure that '~his opihions will be resp~cted, that his orders will ,be
opeyed" (op. cit.: 6), the new 'leaders', the government appointed
luluais, were direct~y responsible only to the lo.cal officials, such as
the District Officer, an~ often wielded signtficant power.
From a situ
ation of "anarcttyll;new leaders we~e in a position to become "arrogant
satraps" (op. cit .,i 2).
Salisbury, in his supplementary interpretation",
argues that, in New Guinea, "Although the indigenous ideology was one of
democratic equality and competition, the empirical.situation at this time·
was one of'. serial despotism by ,powerful leaders" (Salisbury 1964:225).
The "ideology" of New Guinea politics was, he agrees, one of equality,
but there were powerful 'leaders, charact~rized by him as "directors",
who were despotic and whose emergence "can be regularized within the
political structure" (op. cit.: 237) • Until the government intervened,
appointing lulais· whose status he describes as "a bureaucrat r~ther than
a satrap" (op _ cit.: 232), ind;Lgenous leaders were often to be, !:iean as
despots and to prove his point he ci~es the carders of three such men who
held sway over their fellOWS for some time; and stories collect~d from
Tolai of indigenous leaders which commentE?d on "tlleir'badness'. and
unpleasant natures" (op_ cit;: ~6).
The advent of not only government
control but also of economic and social innovation restricted the power
of the despots and, although the luluai could b0come powerful, there was
adequate machinery for. con~rolling his activity in the form of· the
District Officer who, "'aware of the dangers of satrapy" will "lean over
backwards to be legalistically correct" (op _ cit.:. 229). .
One of the central criticisms which Salisbury makes of Brown's
approach centres upom what he calls a oonfusion of "political reality~'
and "ideology" which leads to mista104g "~unctional anthropologi.cal
reconstruction forfac.t" (op. oit.: 225)., Of course, there is a danger
in any anthropological investigation that one's view of, the realities
of a'situation will be over-influenced by ~h~ i~digenous comments on
that situation.
Categories may not be hard and fast, but meredescript
ive devices open to aconsider~bly widerin~erpretation~hanis given by
the people.
And at the level of a search for political 'facts', we may
wish to avoid a too literal reliance upon the statements of our informants
who are not, it is clear, social scientists, and who may lack the desired
precision in their own political philosophy.
What Salisbury is saying
is t~t if we wish to ascertain whether the advent of the administration
bad,a certain effect upon the politicalrealitios in ,New Guinea societies,
we must take care to compare not ideologi-es. but personalities, histories,
facts, and data.
Only in th~s way can 'we satisfactQrily begin to make
an objective assessment •
.

"

..

Unfortunately, there are severe limitations to this approach, not the
least of which is t~t it is an almost unattainable ideal in itself.
Salisbury himself tends to drift into an ,account o~ the 'ideology' of
government po~icy in the way he deals with the powers and limitations of
lulais.
Throughout his account of the'P0sition of the luluai,Salisbury
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lack the-sort of detai1.ed factual backing one would expect
from one whose approach is to establish "reaJ.i.ty" over "ideology".
We
are ",to1d of the "official position" of the 1ulu.ai.; we hear about what is
"preipcribed by government ordinance"; that the 1uluai has "no statutory
authority to adjudicate II certain disputes; "as far as the administration
is concerned" the luluai acts as a mediator; and officially "the luluai
is not the judge" in own case".
As for the administration, the District
Officer "is aware of the dangers of satrapy", "must weigh the dangers
against the advantages" and will "lean over backwards to be 1egalistioally
correct" (op. cit .. : 228.... 9).
It wou1d,perhaps, be tedious tq demand
that Salisbury should provide concrete evidence that the offiqial position
renects the ltpoliticEd realities", and I do not think statistical
evidence would be of any real value in deciding one way or th,e other.
Yet where Brown has been accused of failing to differentiate ~etween what
Sa1isb~y must see as a model of political relationships and the actual
careers of individuals within the political arenaexemp1ified'ih that
model, one is entitled to demand that in a reply, a cri~ic shQuld himself
make a clear distinction between his own model and the •factual' situ
ation which he is offering as evidence for a "supp1emenllary interpretation".
uses--p~~h

What has gone wrong, however, is not that Salisbury has offered us a
more precise method of gauging the respective powers of pre-contact
leaders and administration appointed 1uluais and then failed to match the
ideal with his own rendering of the situation, but, rather, that the
question itself is not so susceptible of scientific analysis as one may
be led to believe from Salisbury's second paragraph.
One is increasingly
led to the question of what sort of evidence will establish one view over
the other.
How can one be sure that the pre-contact leader who was
prominent for many years was really popular or unpopular, and whether his
power was really great or 'merely' legendary?
Salisbury's attempts to
establish the 'facts' on this score rely upon the only data a frustrated
histprian has access to in an essentially non-literate society, namely
oral \tradition , and he points to the hopeful fact that the local To1ai
informants kept "a lively tradition of the history of the 1880 1 s."
However, "stories" have to be dealt with in a far more subtle way than
they are ~reated by Salisbury in this paper.
In an attempt to illustrate the government appointed Lu1uai's limi
tations Salisbury writes that a1uluai operates as a mediator in disputes
within native custom "of which no official cognizance is taken" whose job
it is to suggest a' "compromise which is enforceable only to the extent
that a party which does not accept the compromise then becomes guilty of
an offence against Nati.ve Regulations such as disturbing the peace" '
(Salisbury 1964: 228).
Salisbury's use of the word "only" seems to
ignore the significant point that, even if we are here concerned only
with policies, the new 'leader' has a significant sanction which his
predecessor lacked.
~fuereas in the indigenous "ideology", "no leader can
be sure that his Opinions will be respected, that his orders will be
obeyed •••• " (Brown 1963: 6)'the 1uluai who fails to convince disputants
has a sanction against those who do not "respect" his "opinions".
Granted that the District Officer will "lean over backwards to be
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legalistically. correct", the disputant will go before the kia asttguilty
of an offence against Native Regulationsl ' (Salisbury 1964: 22 ), which,
even in a situation of common respeot, trust and understanding between
Kanaka and administrator, is an unnerving experienoe for any defendant.
And where there is a fundamentallaok of respect ,trust and understanding
in the relatione between' the black man and his 'superiors', the threat
of being brought before an examining: Dist~ct Officer is alone suffio
ient ~. force to. grant the luluai a great deal of power in situations
of dispute •.
The activities of Bumbu., a luluai at Lae (Hogbin1946: 45-6) oould
be seen as a balance to the activities of the "despots" cited by Salis.
bury (1964: 228), and we could spend time deciding whether he was an
"exception" or whether his "emergence can. be. regularized within" the
administrative situation.
It is true that it was not government polioy
to give power to the luluai for it to be ~used in the way Bumbu misused
it, but neither is it the policy of the indigenous political ideology in
New Guinea for people to be sub~ected.to th(i} arbitrary. whims of "despots" it
But the real answers to the problem rill not be found by counting heads
- piling up examples of luluai corruption, by adding up how many years
a big man held sway against the average term of office of a luluai, by
giving too much credence to traditional tales of "bad" leaders in the
pre-administration days, nor even by establishing, presuming that we
could, that the administration is generally very fair in its treatment
of complaints against the luluai who misuses his position.
The prob
lem lies much deeper than any amount of this sort of data gathering will
be able to penetrate, and we will go much further towards a solution if
we look at what the indigenous leaders meant to the people they led,
whether any powerful men are best deSCribed as "despots", and if so,
whether their "emergence can be regularized within the political
structure".
There are cases of legendary strong men in many New Guinea societies.
in a political situation in which np form~ rules .obtained
whioh could. regUlate the behaviour of a man with, strength or· charisma,
it would be· o:urioys mf there were not "exceptio~s".to t.he general pattern
Of acting within the implioitly defined system. . (Ct' •. Hogbin 1951;
Popsipil 1958; Burnett ·1959; Finney 1968).
Yet we~'cannot always be
sure what impact these men have.
It is not to'b~ 'qnquestioningly
assumed that strength in a New Guinea society will automatically lead
to politioal success.
One is easily led to believe that in a free
noating political system a man with strength will be the man with
authority.
Amongst the Gahuku-Gama, however, the strong man "may be
admired for his abilities.
He will earn a name, even attract adherents,
but' he is unlikely to achieve genera;Lized authority or lasting influence"
(Read 19591, 433).
Amongst the Gahuku-Gama there are strong men but the
real leaders are not those men. . The real leaders are, rather, those
men who have strength and the qualities associated with it, but who have
learned to temper their strength with an awareness of the other values
of the society, the most significant of which is the maintenance of
equivalence.
Indee~,
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Equivalence, or reciprocity is a key concept throughout New Guinea
societies, and where there are equivalences to be maintained, it is very
easy for the insensitive strong man to overstep the mark, and to lose
favour within the society~ In Gahuku-Gama, "successful leadership seems
to require a considerable degree of self-oontrol.
It needs judgement if
not calculation and sensitivity to the nuances of opinion and feeling in
the gathering" (op. cit.: 431). . To be a successful leader, to gain
lasting support from the people a man must have strength: must have
skills in oratory, in manipulation, in management, in production; but he
must also have an insight into the problem of the antithetical natures of
unbridled strength and the subtle maintenance of equivalence: "It is men
who possess this insight - and whose self-control enables them to profit
from the knowledge - who are 'selected' as leaders in the traditional
sociocultural system" (op. cit.: 434).· The existence of strong men in
Gahuku-Gama society is not to be questioned.
What is to be questioned
is whether, in this case at least, their position "can be regularized
within the political structure".
Any strong man with power would here
be better described as a 'bully' or a 'swashbuckler' than a 'despot' or
'director', for his activities are to be seen outside the political system,
not within it.
Big men, the normal leaders in traditional New Guinea society, are
not merely political figures.
Their roles in society are far more uni
versal, and they form the pivot round which many d$finitions and activit
ies circulate.
In Hagen society, for example, the rise of the big man
is not only linked to his leadership of a segmentary group, which of
itself would eaSily lead to despotism, but he also has a central role in
the exchange system referred to as moka. Moka systems are fairly rigid
based upon equivalence and although"the c~itive aspects of the system
will tend to create situations of tension, the leader of the moka group
will be well advised to take c~e not to try to push his exchange partners
too hard, for it is success in moka which "is perhaps the most important
single criterion and index of iUf'i'Uence and prestige."
Although a man
may achieve some status through strength in·other fields such as "prowess
or former prowess in war, and by their forcefulness and shrewdness in
debate of public. a£fairs", ·the relevant title of '" numi " or 'ranking
leader' is explicitly stated by infortilants.to.-be achieved. when a man first
becomes a principal in the ~ and to be held only as long as he. :maintains
this role."
(Bulm'er 1960:5.)
This is a situation which holds through
out the area of mokaactivity, not just for the Kyaka of whom Bulmer is
writing~
---- 
It is the big man's role in the delicate area of equivalence which
.'actsas a brake on his personal ambitions.
Drawing. support from his clan
or sub-clan for the means of exchange, he has their interests to consider
as well as his own, and stands to· ·lose a great deal by mismanagement.
Even when -he attempts to·oreate a personal prestige by individual action,
scope for gaining authority is severely limited (Cf. Strathem 1966: 364-5).
The typical big man is, then, a central figUre within a group.
His
position is defined by the group, rather than the reverse. .Whereas
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within a business or a centralized state one refers to "X and C,o." or to
the "kingdom" and so on. the big man in. New' Guinea, even though he makes
many more suggestions than: others as ~o what should be done, hOw, 'when,
and by whom, is dependent on the g~oup'for his ,role, status,and
positiori.· That there will'be a. leader or"leaders is subject to an
unwritten rule; who that leader shall be is not so much the decision
of one man, but of the group.
,It The name of the appmt~u (leader), i
they say 'was heard first on ~he +ips of the'people.
It was they Who
decided whether they wanted a certain man to direct them.. The viUage
picked an apumtau; he did not make the claim hi~6elf. '"' .'(Hogbin
1946:42).' Thus it is' in most New Guinea societies, ,that II authority is
aohieved, 'rather' than ascribed" '(Read' 1959:425), for it is rarely the case
that the selection of a big man will precede'the establishment by that
individual of his powers in all the relevant field,s of endeavour.'
Having had his position defined by the group for whom~e will act as
a guide and mentor a situation arises in whic~ the definitions begin to
flow back to the people.
Aims andobjeotives are defined within a
situatioriof"consen:sus democracy" in whi~h the 'elected' leader acts as
a filter through which the activity is decided andexecu'ted..Inthe'
Hagen area, for example, "The people th,emselves, with and through their
wua nuim have decided their goals and how these were to be achieved.
The big man, in his turn, had to adopt a personalistic philosophy ~d
deal individu.ally and on a person-to~person basis with those whom he ,
represented." (Br.94dewie 1971:209.)
It is this definitional role 'of
the big man which anc}lored him to the people. '':ehos'e wh;O did become
despots,thoug~. their strength may have led toa position of reaJ. power,
and though, ~u rare cases they may have held sway for
considerable '
time through coercion and intrigue, were essentially outside the. politi:'"
cal noms of New Guinea society a'nd nourished not 'upon the vagaries of
the politiCal philo;sophyof' a fluid society,., but upon f~ar, gre~,d and
charisma, factorswhic~ can lead to the temporary break~own of even the '
most oareI'{uJ,.y monitored political system. t ,Give,n that these' 'fexoeptions"
were supplementary to; and not derived from thepolitioal system. we may
be tempted, to lend credence to the assertion, 'that "Primitive Melanesian
Society •• • was liVing ~roof:that anarchy
,' worle." (HpgbiIl ~95l:14l .. )',

a.

'call

~"re have:: so far been largely unaffected! by indige~~us tex:mip:ology.
The problem has 'been set out and examined al!nostentirely in t~rms J
de fined withih 9ur own political theories. ", "AJlarchy" and "satra~y",
"despots" and.· "directors" are terms which have' greliit' ;value in our own
politioal' phiiosophy. , ' "But "Eng-lish'language patterns ~f thought' are
not a necessary model for the whole of human society" (Leach 1961;27).
What we ought to be far more concerned with is the indigenous reaction
to the big man, and to the luluai.
To assess the thesis that "alien
rule gives new powers to the native authoritiesit establishes" (Brown
1963:1) we not only have ~o judge whether we think the ltiluai is~ore
powerful than the big man. for this is only half the answer.' It is,
surely, the'people who experienoe tha.t power who are to be t~e best
judges oftherespeotive powers 'of the old leader and the new leader.
And just as we should take notice 'of th~ indigenous thoughts on the'
individuals 'and categories inquestion,"we must riot forget that the
.
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concept of "powerl' itself may well have nuances -of meaning for the Kanaka
which we, with our preconceptions formed within one particular political
system, may tend to over+oot as irrelevant to what we define as a
question of politics.
it is to these latter considerations that ,I will
now turn.
,

'

There seems to be a general attitude amongst many writers on indigenous
political systems that a b:Lg man has an "officefl •
That the "status'" of
a big man is a fixed entity, at least so long as an individual has that
status, and that, for a particular group, one man will be "the" big man
for a time, to be succeeded by his successor when his powers wane.
The
feeling one gets is that there isa "big manship", like a Presidency, or
a throne, which is filled now by one man, now by another.
But to take
this as an accurate picture of all New Guinea societies would be to mis
represent the meaning of the indigenous term which we translate as "big
man".
Let us look at the evidence from the Hagen area.
"The big man's
role in society is a very pervasive one, yet difficult to characterize
in clear, unambiguous terms.
I~some cases informants are definite:
I'So-and-so'is a big man'.
At other times they are doubtful, or they'
state a man's position relative to that of another person.
The response
may also depend on the lineage affiliation of the informant.
Miap of
lineage' X is a big man for an informant from lineage X, but someone from
another lineage may call him a 'rubbish man', the precise opposite.
Indeed, at times of competition, even a commonly accepted big man may be
called by this epithet." "(Brandewie 1971: 195).
So ,for Hagen, at
least, the' ascription of "big man" is more of a description of someone's
abilities than a label or title to be attached to the appropriate man.
It is a relative term which does not have an excluse indigenous word to
describe it.
"The expression 'big man' is a trans~ation of various
phrases, the most common of which is wua nuim, meaning 'great-important
wealthy man'."
(Brandewie 1971:196.)
The separate terms have other
uses and it is si~ificant·that, "A woman may be called an amp nuim;
she is one who knows how to raise many pigs, who is strong and has many
children" (ibid).
Thus it is that a strong man can aspire towua nuim
and strong women can have similar aims, even though her sphere of acti
vities will be considerably less within the community as a whole than
than of a big man.
There is also the dubious term wua korupa or
'rubbish man' to describe a man "who is always asking for things.
In
any case he is a man who does. not engage in many exchanges, or when he
does he is primarily concerned with his own benefit" (op. cit.: 196-7).
It would appear that a strong man who used. his influence to his own ends
could even be referred to as a 'rUbbish-man' - certainly not the name a
leade~ would aspire to.
There is evidence that this sort of relativism in the ascription of
the indigenous term which we render as 'big man' is :fairly widespread.
In a general survey of the status of the big man in Melanes1a,Sahlins
writes' that "Big men do not Cr)me to office.... It is not accurate to
speak of "big man" as a pCol:'U·;:tcal title, for it is but an acknowledged
standing in interpersonal relations - a 'prince among men' so to speak
as opposed to 'The Prince of Danes'."
(Sahlins 1963:289.)
It is not
surprising that we do not find in many New Guinea languages, a term
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which would adequately translate int9 "direct,or", for even ,the l'lesse!t',1
term, -executive,1 is hot An accurate reflection of the big man in most
New GUinea 60c~etie6. 'fhe fact that the big man does, in fact, execute
certain plans is hardly the point, for those plans have bee,n created in
a situation of It consens'l,ls" •
The big" man is simply he who is cOnsidered
to be fittest to execute certai'n taskS :at a particular time; for a
finite period he is ttl),e best man for the Job', and there is only a dist
inction of degree between him and an ordinary man, and even between him
and a 'rubbish man'.
'
It is clear, then, that it is misguided to try to match the big man
against the luluai in an 'attempt to balance their rOf?pectivepowers.
There is a logical distinction between the two terms.
Whereas the term
lluluai' refers directly to an official status, irrespective of the
individual who may at a.ri.y, time be fulfilling the role, and so is a name
or reference, the term for 'big man' is enti~ely descriptive and cannot
have meaning without rej;erence to a particular big man.
To say of a
certain man that he is a big man is, in part at least, ,to de,fine what
the term means; he is an example of the sort of thin:g we mean by 'big'
or 'nuim-; and it would make no sense to talk of a big man who had no
Wives, took no part' in exchange ceremonies, was unaware of his reciprocal
relations with people, had JilO gift for oratory, had no supporters in gift
exchange or warfare; generally who lacked support from h,is fellows, for
it is precisely these people who define the big man.
A man who had none
of these qualities would logically not be
big man, and had he once been
a big man, the recognitio,n that he no longer possessed the approp<ni'Ote
qualities would in itself entail the removal of the description 'big man'.
A man cannot ,be a 'bigman' if he is not at one and the, same time a 'big'
man, cannot be Wla nuim if he is not nuim. ' The big man is essentially a
,
man.

a

-

On the other hand, by being given an office, a recognizable status
by the administration, the luluai has no need to justify his title., Of
course, it maybe the ,case that he was giverl the post as a result of
certain skills being displayed by the man, although this is not necess-'
arily the case. ' 'Again, the execution of certain duties, the liasing with
the District Officer, them~dia't;ing ,between ,the ,nature and the administ
ration are marks of 'a luluai.
But they do ,not themselves make a man a
luluai.
Even if it is ,the case that a lulua1 who failed to do what
luluais are meant to do would be 'removed from office, there 1s an office
from Which he can be removed, and that office is a vacuum waiting to be
filled by tb;e next luluai.
There is no logical, immediate link between
a luluai' s activities and his, being a luluai, and it would be of little
value in defining the term luluai to point to one and say that is the sort
of man who is a ,luluai, because he may well be a very unusual type.
Logically amah can be a luluai whatever his qualities.
The luluai is
essentially an office, and whereas a group can say of a man "You are no
longer a big man" th,ereby making it true merely 'by'tile statement of the,
groujl, it would be of no avail for a village to go to a luluai and say
"you are no longer a luiuai" for even if they were to steal his cap and
baton,'theycannot steal his title; this privilege rests with the
administration.
'

The problem does not hingeme~elY on a fine iog1cal'point,' how$~er,
It ,would hardly be of importance ,if it were not for the corollary ~hat
the big man is defined within the comniunity ,and the'luluai defined from
o~ts;i.de the community; byt~ white mari.~' 'Of :itselfthe~tuationin
which " •••• ·soritetimesonl1 nonentit:i,.es can be'parl;iUad.~d to acoapl;,the
office" (Sal1sbury 1964: 229) would tend only to Ef.~sregard '!or the wJ:1oie
,idea of the lUluai.Butwhen these 'nonentities' begin to demonstrate
that they can have power over men who have established themselves;through
the more reoognizable channels of eXchanges. speeches and so on. it
becomes clear that the question, hinges not so much upon the individual
big man and the' indi'Vidual'luluai but upon the ' veri .validity 01 the t.rad
itional definitions.
And this. again. does not restrict itself to the
traditional definitions of big man alone, butrap:tdly extends to other
fields.
Salisbury cites a case which is appo,a'ite to the argument:" a
luluai fromSiane "was taken to court accuse~ ot' intercourse with a non
nubile girl, an ,offence which is a capital crime in native theory and
much more'serious than adultery.
The Native regulatiorisdo not recogp.:i,.ze
this o-ffence. however. and the case was dismissed despite the evidence."
(Salisbury 1964:229.)
Not only d6we have a case here of a luluai
.
gettingawB¥ with what'would not have been tolerated'from,even a big man
in ,the pre-administration days. but we tind that' the natives' hive lost
the. means to operate sanctions againl,3t a man who commits what;i.s to them
a capital crime.
In the practical serwe, intercourse with a n,on-nubile
girl .has ;ceased to bea crime, though for no accountable reason. ' Alien
ways of thinking, new: ways of operating" otten implemented tlwough what
the indigenous people see as a.. "nonentity" ar.e chailenging the Kanakas
,right to define the1r own terms~No longer aTe they I)lble to define
their leaders; no ionger to' defiIietheir laws~
A luluai who can oap,1t...
alize upon this situation, "the progressive fellow" will'quickly find ,
"that alien rule gives new powers to the native authorities it establi.shes"
(Brown 1963:1).
To.a oertain degree, thEm', Brown's thesis' seems to ·hold. . But whereas
the alien rule in New Guinea" does give "new powers to the nat:!,.ve authori.. '
ties,:i,.t establishes", this·does not neceasarily refute'the "co~onplace
in·the study of changing palitical systems 'that tlie, imposi'fion of al:Len '
ruie:~estriots the power"of traditioha.l;authoritie~n(ib.I8.).. So long as
we retain our ehtnocentric stance in the studY"of' changing political,
systems, the two assertions seem'at odds., Clos~r examination of th~
indigenous situations in New GuiJiea ShoW that~ far frOm being mutually
untenable in this area, both maybecorreot.
Forhaving begup. to estab- .
lish tha.t the "traditiona:L authorities" w~re not generallyinaividu~s, or '
when they were, they were acting' in ooncert with as-oup within whichth.ey
reoeived their definition, we wi:lil not need to find evidence for or
against the restriction of power in the traditionar authorities in the
range of behaviour of the big men over their 'subjects~. ,Tra,qitional
authority, rather, lies in the "consensus 'de!'l1ocraoy'" of the group as a
whole a,nd a restriction of the power of the group as a whole, if it is
to be established. will not be found in ~y re.~location ,of' responsi..'
bility Or authority within the group, from individual to individual, or
from group to individual, but from the powers of the group ~tself, acting

in co-operation with, and throq,gh

:the·,l!l.~ m~.,'

What, weneed;todisoov;er

is whether' or 'not '''the 1mposit~o~ofali,en rule" :r~str1ct~ the power of

GUinea.

the ttYP:lcaJ. New
pql1tie8J.~t "as '~Whole',. remembering" all the time,
that the. ,cOncept ,of'power', is s.ul)jec~ t.o a,V~ie~;Y o~ interpretatione,
depend:tn.s, uPQnth:e ~ulturewhichiS. under I3c~ti,ny at the t¥ie.
'

," WhEft we should be 100k1ngat 113 the re,lation,ships. which have, sprUng
upbet\'leen Kanakas and whi,te \Den,attemptiJ1g, to ',aspertain .\-lhether there '.
isaf~eling by the, native peoples that the arrival of. theEUrop~an has
led to 'a. restriction ottheir own powers.
Tl1ere ,is a Prima faoie case
for say1.hgwithout· further ado tnat this must have been the case since in
all
the adlni.nistration imposed rules and laws,mariy of which were
received grudgingly by the natives.
We have ~eady seen how the luluai
could aasily be res,ented in' the genefal amb:Lence or 'a traditional s,0c::iety
for th~ simple'reason that he' wielded Pbwerwi.thout first, having' achieved
the status of a. 'big man.
On the other hand. "t~~ .magis:brate was ~pt, '
drawn from t;h.eranks of the nonentities. ,There are ;those who would
argUethatthe'typic~ New Guinea ,J;lative would happily follow a magistrate
so long as he was strong and commanded re~peot,.
Of oourse in, many a1!eas,
the magistrates filled this strong;'man' role quite well.
Amongst the
Elema, for exampl$, "Magistrates were physiqaUYalld mentally stroDg and
self rel:1an:t; in many oases they had been reoru:f.ted ,from the ranks ,of
those who knew, how to "manage' the.liatives ":,th~ expe.triate planter c4ss"
(CoohrMe'1970:40). 'These men wouldoominEUid r~spect, jUst as the strong
man amongst the GahUku-Gama would' command' ~esp~ct.But he could not
fulfil the 'role of leader. of big man" beoause' he had no idea of. ,or if
pe did,h~;: took no notice of the necessit;es of' ,eqUivalence, and ali the
other Values of tlle society.
He was t,l?e, sort, of, man who, would get "
things dOne. but there",ould b~, an ove'r~all feeling of unease, even on
the part of those who followed him, prob'ably because they bad not the
desire to maintai:n 'the equivalence ~eq~:red~fa:s1,1,cce.esfulbigm~. ,The
short term'impact o,f s1lch am.an would bef~itfUl, HBut the, magistrate's
status "&:1;1' n'ot;th~ same kind of status thatWI!iS possessed.. by, tp.e 'big' man'.
Traditioilal "'big men t has' presente~ a sintheeized ~tiit~'imag~ of' their
society. "The' magist;oate :l.gnored Elema c~t'ure and' h1~ "sta:tu6 was of, a
personal nature- the Elema oould not think of 'him as their 'b1g'map.'."
(op. cit.:"42).
The'imposition of alien rUlo', biting"i!:s:1f;"40$s ~t th'e
traditional 'definitions, will need to do'lnore to' ~mp~ilsate fQr their 105;3
than supply stron8'~istrates'and tranei.'stor"'radios·;" iiicieed th'eseitems;',
may well be even . more
destrilotivethan
constructive ..... " ,
.
,
.

are'as

.

'

.

'

.

The' definitions to which I re'ferare'fiot merely' political.
M:i,nor
irritation could' oD.1y be the result of a red.efinition of political real
ities if these were not already as closely interw~ven with the other areas
of thought and action in New Guinea societies. For the removal of pcwer
from the "consensus democraoy" into the hands of, immediately, the luluai,
but more significantly, into the European sphere of activity requires a
political reaotion only in so far as the concept of II consensus demooracy"
was political. '.The evidence is that the reactions were marginally pol
itical. but were more strikingly "millenarian", "messianic". embracing a,
far wider range of realities of political power between individuals. So
long as we are not lulled into believing that the reaotions t~ European
contaotS generally referred to collectively as "oargo oults" were scaroely
disguised political movements, or political reactions framed in an essent
ially magioo-rel1gious mode as a result of the fact that this "is the
characteristio type of explanation whioh is ourront in that s{'ciety"
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"Jarvie 1946:67) we shall be able to begin to see that ".conseneus
democract' was not a merely contingent element in New Guinea societies,
but part of a c'onceptuaJ. framework to which no element of tp.ought o;r
action was unrelated.
A fWlctionalist would be able to tell us this,
but would be unable to explain wy the new system, which was fWlctionally
sound, caused SUch difficulties.
A struoturalist would alea be able to
show the interrelations between the seemingly disparate areas of thought
and action, but the typical structural model would lack the fluid dynamism
req,uired to renect the nuances of indigenous modes of thought.
Wha.t is
required is not a general model to 'explain away' the phenomena, but a
careful examination of the details of at least one situation of culture
contact and its ramifications in the changing modes of thogght and action
amongst the people contacted.
A big man in one society may have strong
similarities witll his counterpart in other New Guinea societies: and
European administration bas followed an essentially similar pattern through
out the territories: Native Regulations applied wherever the appropriate
machinery was available and labour legislation under which natives were
liable to imprisonment for breaking their contract of employment by
running away, for refusing to work, and even for failing to show ordinary
diligence, applied universally between 1893 and 1946 irrespective of the .
reactions of the respective groups of ~G:i.ves. But we will not under
stand reactions to these situations on the part of the indigenous peoples
by attempting to draw out patterns without in each instanoe discovering
how big men were operative and fit into the cognitive map, and exactly
what the Europeans respresented to the peoples, not just in a political
sense, but in the wider concepts of the respective pat'terns of thOUght.
Where political questions are, for the Kanaka, inseparable from other
questions, reactions to the new situation will depend upon the whole
conceptual framework of each society.
For the advent of a new olass of
beings such as Europeans must have represented, and, moreover, a class
of beings whose behaviour showed both ignorance and disregard for the
moral, political, and philosophical realities recognized by thecontaoted
peoples, hand-in-hand with ostensible power over the physical environment,
the taxonomic systems will be severely strained.
Thus it is that what
is called into question in the typical New G$ea society with the advent
of the European, bath MissionaJ;'y and Kiap, is not just the validity of
political structures, but the validity of the whole conceptual scheme
within whioh the political struoture gained mean~g~ Europeans are not
just another set of phenomena to~ee slotted conveniently away into a pre
existing category or olass, but a'means of severely testing the whole
categorical and classificatory system ltself.
In some cases the problem
was easily overcome, if we can believe the ethnographer!!' reports; in
others,the impact has been to "make the world tum over". ..

Keith Patching.
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ADVERTISEMENT
A collection of ten papers devoted to analyses of the notion of rule.
Social Rules and Social Behaviour
edited by Peter Collett is available from the editor at the Department
of Experimental Psychology, South Parks Road, Oxford. Price 50p. to
cover costs.
Contributors include psychologists, anthropologists and philosophers;
Jerome Bruner, Robin Fox, Stuart Hampshire, and others.
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A Glimpse of Malinowski in Retrospect
After a seminar on Malinowski which I gave sometime ago at the
Oxford Institute, the then editor of !IA§Q. asked me to give the ,gist of my
talk in a short article and include some of the extracts which I had
quoted from Malinowski's letters to me.
The letters which I had
received from Malinowski were all too few: mostly notes written when I
was at the LSE just before the outbreak of war.
What I include here are
extracts from those written in connection with my book Aborig;nal Woman:
Sacred and Profane.
They are the only ones I possess and this must
excuse what might pass for my egoism and vanity of which, of course, I
They give a glimpse of the man himself, his warmth,
have my due share.
his sense of humour, and his capacity to take criticism.
His detractors
have frequently said that he would not accept criticism, and it is true
that on occasion he did indulge in abuse and vituperation, particularly
when as much as anything it was a matter of clash of temperament and
personality.
But there are all too few anthropoId gists of eminence who
have accepted criticism with grace, however justified it may have been.
Fundamentally-, he was deeply diffident, as thooo who have read his Diary
with detachment and his monographs with care will appreciate.
However,
my talk about him was not yet another evaluation of his work, though there
is need for continual reappraisal.
My essay in Man and Culture (ed.
Raymond Firth, 1957) gave some assessment of his enduring contribution to
fieldwork methods, to the wealth of the material he collected, the
exacting standard it set for o~hers, and the stimulus of his generalisa
tions and theories at the time and indeed now. ' He was a great anthro
pologist, and if one adds "but", let us remember that that adjective is
almost invariably followed by "but".
So, butt me no butts 1
This short piece endeavours to give some impression of what it was
like to be one of his postgraduates at the LSE from 1936 to 1938, the
climate of time and place, and the intoxication of it all.
It was not
undiluted euphoria by any means; that would have been monotonous and
unproductive in terms of human interaction.
And here, in true Malinowskian
tradition, I must put myself into the context of situation.
My first
degree in anthropology was taken, at Sydney University when Raymond Firth
had taken over from Radcliffe-Brown, and Ian Hogbin had just returned
from the field.
Both had been students of Malinowski; both were friends
of Radcliffe-Brown and versed in his methods and doctrines.
We had
Australian subsection systems (to my consternation and confusion), and
also Tikopia and Ontong Java, and much besides.
tVhen, later, under
Professor Elkin, I completed allbrary thesis on "Culture Change in
Melanesia",CamillaWedgwood who was my external examiner said:"Professor,
she must do fieldwork and she must have an island." This was precisely
what I wanted; but Elkin, who was an authority on Australian Aborigines,
replied: "We know nothing about the secret life of Aboriginal women: I
want her to study that." As the main thing was to get off the ground and
to any field, albeit a subsection one, I agreed and went off to North-West
Australia for eight months.
The time was short, but money was scarce,
I was an untried fledgling of 23, and one problem was whether I would
sink or swim in the field.
I swam 1 My next fieldwork was to have been
an intensive study of a tribe in Western Australia, 80 miles by camel
Unfortunately, when I arrived in
from the nearest town, Laverton.
Laverton I found that the missionary and his wife on whom I would have
been dependent for supplies (by camel) had just arrived ill and would not
be returning to their base for some time.
The head of the mission in
Laverton would ~ave no truck with anthropologists whom he regarded as
encouragers of devil worship (this included specifically RadcliffeBrown and Elkin); so the only thing to be done at a moment's notice was
to go back to the north-west.
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In Ootober 1936 I dUly arrived to do my Ph.D. at the LSE - that
Mecca then for all young anthropologists.
Raymond .F::i,rth was my super
visor; . and I was research assistant to Audrey Riohards, who character
istically read and gave me advice about chapters qf my thesis, and'
attended the seminar when, for Malinowski, I put sOJlleof her Bemba
material on chieftainship into three oolumns for the analysis of social
change.
She commented, perhaps wryly, that she did not know there was
so muoh'in her material 1 The atmosphere of Malinowski's seminars was
exhilarating, but to begin with overpowering for diffident postgraduates,
and most of us were that.
The first few weeks were agonising because,
inexorably, would oome the. question: "What do you think. of that Niss K.'l"
Paralysed, I would utter something barely audible and articulate ,and then.
would be asked "to develop" what was, in many. cases, a non-eXistent point.
Howevev, after the initial stages of 'arrested development', we did
venture on criticism and the occasional frivolous remark.
Like all
students and indeed fieldworkers present, I kept a record of notes on
papers and disoussions at the seminars.
One, dated October 1937 to March
1938, included comments and points made by Leach, Fei, Hsu, Kenyatta,
Fadipe: Wilson, Stanner, Piddington and Margaret Read; in the, previous
session there were Nadel, Wagner,Stevenson and others.
Not surprisingly
all these students were considerably influenced by Malinowski's theories~
Anthropologists, historians and writers passing through London and
interested.in anthropology and. Malinowski dropped into seminars.
There
was a cross-fire of European languages, argument and laughter.
In the
first session, Malinowski was billed to give a series of lectures for
postgraduates at 5 pm., one hour after the oonclusion of Pis seminar.
He gave only three lectures; thereafter and to our mutual enjoyment the
hour was devoted to a continuation of the seminar after a break for tea at
4 pm~ Along with anthropological seminars, some of us ha.d the 'stimulus
of attending lectures. on sociology by Mannheim, and on history by Laski.
All this was fed back into the 'seminar proper'.
Nor was conviviality
neglected.
RaYmond, Audrey and Bronio·entertained frequently and
lavishly at their 'homes; and there was one wealthy amateur.whofrom time
to time placed her car and chauffeur .a,tMalinowski 's disposal, and
always had two or three bottles of vintage claret for him at her parties.
However, t fell from grace just before the beginning of my second
session at the LSE, when Malinowski paid me the honour of inviting me
to become his research assistant.
Work with him would have been
enormously stimulating and worthwhile, but time-consuming so I regret
fully refused, since money ~as short and I had to finish my thesis and
return to Australia by the end of 1938.
For me the ice age set in, .
and giving papers at his seminar became once more an ordeal thOUgh my
fellow Australitins always came to my rescue, particularly on one
occasion when I h8.d 'to give a paper on SUbsections in north-west
Australia.
Malinowski glacially dismissed it as 'kinship algebra'. It
was not: I am not at all mathematical; more importantly, the Aborigines
had allocated me to a SUbsection and I had ha.d to live the system in my
relations with them.
When I returned to Sydney, my revised thesis was accepted e~ly in
1939 by Routledge for publication as Aboriginal Woman: Sacred and
Profane.
I wrote to Malinowski to ask him if I might dedicate the book
to him; but, in view of the contretemps which had occurred in, my last
year at the LSE, and, more importantly, tp.~ fact that I disagreed with
some of his theory, I thought he might not want the dedication.
Sci I
explained that I cOuld not accept some of his generalisations in his
armchair book,The Family among the Australian Aborigines (1913), and
that I had reservations about his theory of culture: it did not
explain how derived needs arose; it did not account for the diversity
of institutions, and so on.
I received the following letter, dated
7th April 1939 from Tuscon, Arizona, shortly before I was due to leave
for New Guinea to do fieldwork (I had got'my island" at last).

"My dear Phyllis,
Your letter of 5.iii.39 was a lovely birthday present on my sad 55th
anniversary of the most calamitous event which befell in my life - except
perhaps the one which preceded it by 9 months; or else my decision to
become an anthropologist.
You know, my dear Child, that in dedioating your book to me you
bestow a great honour on me.
I can tell you that you are giving me real
pleasure.
I was really moved not only by the fact that you want to
inscribe it to me but also by what you write in your 1etter~
All about
genius etc. is tripe no doubt, but then as you know tripe is o~ Polish
national dish, and prepared and served as yours was (and is) it was very
readily, greedily and gratefully assimilated.
To push this metaphor
as far as it can go (no ribald giggles please), I imbibed or ate or lapped
it up, and the way to a man's heart is his stomach.
When a young, capable and attractive girl offers her First-born as
to a God-Parent, it is a pleasant gift indeed (another metaphor).
And
seriously I know that the First-born, the Daughter (for surely the book
is of feminine gender) will also be bright, attractive and with~solid
of brawn and brain.
I am very much looking forward to see Her ('Aboriginal Woman') in
evening dress or full dress (or isn't it negligee?) and shall look forward
to getting an inscribed copy.
Is She going to be more 'sacred' or
, profane' I wonder t
As you can see my second childhood (metaphor) is coming on rapidly.
I am trying to work and if I produce anything you'll get a copy.
I
sincerely hope you'll get over to New Guinea and do some work on Papuans
or Melanesians.
The latter are more pleasant to work with, the former
I have been
more dramatic and certainly fuller of mysterious eiements.
amusing myself in doing a bit of work On a detriba1ised group from Sonora
(Nexico) which may be quite profitable.
With parental affection,
Yours,
B.M .. "
I had then a brief note of July 20 1939 to say he had written to
Routledge to say the dedication Was "OK" by him.
And then:'
"I am very keen to see the book as soon as it is ready.
I shall
be equally keen to hear more about your fieldwork, 80 please write to me
as soon as things begin to crystallise.
You know my passion for yams
and other vegetables, together with magic and ceremony mixed into an
Irish stew."
The next letter was dated May 10 1940 from Yale.
"My dear Phyllis,
I have just received ABORIGINAL WOMAN and your accompanying letter of
February 20th.
Please let me thank you very affectionately for dedi
cating this excellent volume to me.
Having books inscribed openly and
publicly is perhaps the most pleasant type of distinction, and in many
ways I appreciate your dedication more than some of the others•• ,
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"I am \'miting this straight away after having spent a couple of
hours with ABORIGINAL WOMAN in ohaste though affeotionate converse, but
I hope to read the book more 'oarefu11y and with a mind balanced by
criticism as well as enthusiasm.
I shall then report to you my
disagreements, as well as bring out more', concretely the points where my
enthusiasm becomes effervescent.
I shall not write more fully, since-from your'short 'note I gather
that you.are,l~avine;.Syd:neywhereIam addressing this letter, but I am
not· certain whether it, will reach ·youthere.
Please let me know.
With affectionate thoughts,
Yours always,
B.M.
B. Malinowski"
And then comes

a

postscript in his handwriting:

''P.S. Thil;l morning' oS news from Europe - just heard over the radio ...
invasion of Belgium and Holland is so shattering that nothing else
seems to matter.
And here is the last letter' I have from him, written May 18th 1940: .
"My dear Phyllis,
I 'I1l"ote to you a few days ago, but now your 1etter'(probab1y
February 8) arrives and I must send you a. few words.
I say 'probably'
because your handwriting is a fit matter for an Egyptologist or some
other specialist in deciphering difficult and complex texts.
1

As regards 'for the moment' , I have in truth not noticed it in a
way which would touch my sensibilities.
Now, as you know, 'Malinowski
is as touchy as he is conceited' to quote the majority of my colleagues,
pupils and friends.
So the phrase cannot be in any way offensive.
At
the time I probably reacted to it as an indication that you plan and
propose to develop Malinowski's theory and to replace it by something
bigger and better.
Indeed, I hope you will remember the first two pages
of your letter to me.
I am keeping it in my files and on request shall
return it to you.
The reason is that what you say is very much to the
point and I hope you will write it out in full as a constructive critic
ism of functionalism and get in printed in Oceania.
I would then be able
to reply to it if I found I disagreed with some points and it would
certainly stimulate me as well as others to solve some unsolved problems
of functionalism.
You have stated them very well.
There is no doubt
that the weakest point in my theory was the insufficient analysis of how
'derived needs' arise.
There is also no question that your second
point, that is, the development of the concept of institutions or
hypertrophied institutions is something which functionalism sooner or
later will have to deal.
I would be very glad if the criticism came
from you in a free and courteous way rather than from some of my pet
aversions in the anthropological world, a X, a Y, or some other Boasinine
peep-squeak.
From your point of view, a theoretical contribution would
be extremely useful to you for your reputation at the present state of
your career.
So sit down and write out this article.
I am also sending
you a reprint of my latest article in which one or two points are perhaps
more adequately and fully dealt with, although it is too short to be
satisfactory!,
1.

I had in the Foreward to the book said: "This book offers no new
theory of CUlture; for the moment I am substantially in agreement
with that formulated by Professor Malinowski and others of his schooV'
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"Lots of affectionate thoughts,
Yours always,
B.M."

In October 1941 I went to Yale where Malinowski was Visiting Professor.
There were seminars attended by postgraduate anthropology students and
many others, but the gatherings lacked the sparkle and thrust of those at
the LSE.
Moreover, the War overshadowed ~verything, and he was working
on what was to be published posthumously as Freedom and Civilisation. He
was also increasingly interested ~n Mexico, and I was to go in mid-1942 to
do fieldwork there and eventually collaborate with him on a book on culture
change.
He died in May 1942.
Malinowski could be inconsistent, (maddeningly so; he had his
prejudices - but that goes for most.
He was a great teacher.
As Firth
has said of him: "his constant question was: 'Where does the real problem
lie?'
And he saw it always not in terms of fine-spun academic theories,
but arising out of behaviour of ordinary human beings." And, as I myself
said in the same volume,2 "In passing from one dimension to another, from
the technological to the structural or the ideological, Malinowski has
his own criteria of relevance and these are determined by the scientific
rigour which he considers necessary for the d9cumentation of his more
abstract generalisations ••• He is never guilty of concocting what Postan•••
has called fa souffl~ of whipped postulates· ••• He provides us With a
wealth of information on native incentives, values and attitudes, on the
teDsions and conflicts which underlie the operation of structural
principles, and on 'the amplitude of deviation' from the norm.
In so
doing he has'tlrawn attention to a range of problems which increasingly
are demanding the attention of anthropologists."

Phyllis H. Kaberry

2.

RaymoIld .Firth, ed,., Man and Culture,. 1957, p.8; pp.85 and 86
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CRIMINOLOOY AND SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY

As an antlu"opologist now engaged in researoh in the orimip.ological
field I have inevitably been interested in methodol1gical similarities
and differences between the two disciplines~
They oame closest together
in the late nineteenth century, when, feeding on the primitive/civilised
dichotomy evinced by evolutionist theory, Cesare Lornbroso developed
pseudo-scientific techniques, akin to those of physical anthropologists,·
for class~fYing the 'criminal type'.
Indeed, Lombroso specifically com
pared' 'criminals, savages and apes': the typical criminal was seen as an
atavistic being, sharing with the other two groups features such as
'enormous jaws, prominent superciliary arches, solitary lines in the palms,
extreme size of the orbits, handle shaped or sensile ears••• ' and so on.(l)
Conversely, the anthropologist F. Galton turned his attention tocrimin
ology, writing in ~ in 1879 'OnCanposite Portraits', an attempt to get
at the essence of the criminal face.
However, once it became olear to both disciplines that crude evolut
ionary theories were untenable.. and that. 'innate' charaoter oould not be
equated with physical or racial features, the paths diverged significantly.
Whereas ideas such as those of Levy-Bruhi on 'primitive mentality' found
no support in the new schools
social anthropology, being criticised by
Malinowski, Durkheim and others for over-stressing individual psychology
(and thUs, by inference, merely hew ways of confirming the otherness and
inferioritY' of primitives), in criminology-the traces of the evolutionist
period were not so easily shaken off.
Instead of rejecting the ideli of
intrinsic difference, Lombroso and his followers simply created new 'types':
to the atavistic criminal were added the 'epileptic criminal', the 'insane
criminal' and almost in the same breath the 'poorly educated criminal' .(2)
No British criminologists 'stepped off the verandah'.
The SUbject devel
oped as the bUnkered study of individuals in captivity and the quantifi
cation of suspect official statistics, separating itself from any wider
scale sociological analysis.
Terence Morris complained in 1957:

Of

tThefounding of a school of "criminal anthropology., seems to have
resulted in the total or near total, eclipse of the work of socio
logists in the criminal field. . The genetic theories of crime
which have subsequently been r~placed by psychological theories
of crime seem to have excited so much interest that sopiological
theories, especially in Europe, have been of secondSrY
importance.'(})
.
One explanation put forward for this state of affairs is the occupation
of the field f)r most. of this century by 'medical men', who originally
moved into it attracted by Lombroso's widely publicised biological theoriee.
Particularly in England and the Scandinavian countries, psychologists and
psychiatrists have subsequently outlined the history of criminology as
though it were a branch of medicine, tracing it through the works of Gall,
Lavater, Pinel, Morel, Esquinol, Maudsley, etc., and ignoring the socio
logical theories of Guerry, Quetelet, Bonger, MArx, and others writing
before the 'Lombrosian myth' took hold.(4)
Only within the last few years
have sociologists made anY'real headway against the prevalence of pathol
ogical models of crime - and this has been largely due to the influence of
American criminology, where Merton, Sutherland, Cressy and others have at
least kept the sooiological tradition alive.
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However, a more fundamental reasen £~COlI.t.inuing emphasis on
naws in the indi.viduaJ. cr1m:lnal. rather thanon-soci.aL..structures and
definitions may be found in a oompari.son with the priv:Ueged ,posi:ti.on
of social ~thropology. Because criminal activity takesplac'e as it
were 'on our own doorstep', it has always been reg~ded astnore ofa
threat to the accepted values of life in Western soci.ety than' has the'
behaviour of 'natives' on the far side of the world.
Br:Lt.i.sh anthro...
pologists coUld. afford the .luxury of. an ethically 'nel1tru'· stance with
regard to practices they studied in the COlonies ~d elseWhere, although'
many of these (e.g. irifanticide, mutilation in rites of passage, burial'
alive of Divine Kings) wouldhave been treated as, serious crimes athQme •.
Most social anthropologists would endorse POCOCk'S statement:
'
.'
'It is evident at the outset that the anthropologist w.orki£g.
in another society (or in his oWn society regarded as '·othertt )
must take a cert8.i.n stance quite different from that of, say,
a governmentofficial or missionary, who is concerned to bring
about changes in a~ordance with certainbeJ.j.a,fs which he holds.·
.
(19'71:86)
Th,e word' criminologist' could not, automatically be substitute! for
'anthropologist' in the above extract .', Crirniliologists have generally
had to justify their research to fttndingauthorities as a series of
attempts geared directly or indirectly to finding ways of reduoing, or
ideally ellminating, the incidence of crime in their oWn society, and
have often worked closely with 'government offici~s and missionaries'
(probation officers were originally known as 'court missionaries',
. interestingly).
Fran the beginning, the dice were loadedagaiIlst
their chances of portraying criminals as' ordinary healthy individuals
acting in a specific socio-culturalspace.
The criminal act became
stripp~d of Il1eanirtg,excep~'as a· tutile. response t6 weaknesses within the
indi~dUal or, "latterly. With1D his environment.
Th~ positivist crimiriC?logy developed and took hold.
It grew out
of an uPeasy blend of sociological, psychiatric/psyohological and juris
prudent~al thought (crimiriologists, like social anthropologists, coming
to thei;r subject from· a variety of aeadem:i.c.and pro~ee6:i.onal backgrounds),
and gra4ua1lytook on a character of its own.
The traditional method 
which il:l by no means defunot ;.. relied heavily on statistical analyses- ,
of offidial, data about the background, character and offences of convicted
individ~s.
'LaW-like generalities· were sought induotively ~hrough '
measureIlient and quantification, a procedure commonly justified by <refer- ,
ence to:a stereo-typed model of the natural sciences (criminologists
have be~n far slower than social, anthropologists to see the implications
of the ;philosophy of science debate between Kuhn, Popper, etc.).

There is no need to repeat here familiar· arguments about the pos1t
i vib'"t method,' but two features and their consequences must be mentioned;
a) the prevalence of deterministic explan,ations, and
b) the obsession with finding 'real' faCts.
a)

DETERMINISM

The procedure of comparing a sample of convicted offewiers with a
control sample of 'noruial' people, which has been a common method in
criminology, not only creates a false dichotany, but leads to the position
that criminals are regarded as theproduct of various physical, psychological
and/or environmental determinants.
Reoent examples are the 'discovery'
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that more oonvictedoriminals than non-drJmjnaJs have an e~ Y ohromosome,
measurements of 'psycho-pathictendencies', 'social deprivation', 'broken
homes', etc.
The clear inference is that if experts~ allowed afrear
hand to alter such determining influences, the volume of crime could be
reduced.
Yet at the same time, the legal proQess in England still rests
heavily on the 'free-will' model of 'human action, where a man is held
responsible for his actions.
There has been a fundamental ideological
clash between the judiciary (and sections of the police and prison service)
on one hand and criminologists and welfare workers on' the other, for most
of this century.
In almost every criminal case the contradiction mani
fests itself: should the punishment fit the orime or the criminal?
In
practice, the conflict is mediated by a variety of devices, from the ex
tremes of declaring a person 'unfit to plead' (thus relieving him entirely
of free will) to detailed consideration of 'mitigating circumstances' (often
based on reports by doctors and welfare workers).
In effect the judge
weighs up 'evil intent' against 'circumstances beyond the offender's
control'.
The general trend has been incres.singly towards the hegemony
of the deterministic model, with rapid growth of welfare services and
acceptance of more non-custodial. sentences,' but occasionally heavy 'exem
plary' sentences are handed out to defendants (e.g. the Train Robbers, the
Krays,·even. 'vandals' or 'hooligans" who have been singled out as delib
erately 'evil' criminals '1IJith no excuse': thu~ the free-Will/punishment
model reasserts itself.
Despite the humanist advantages of the policies which have followed
from the positivist-determinist s.pproach of criminologists the fact remains
that by con.centrating on behaviour to the exclusion of thoughts and beliefs
of the actors it has not greatly improved our understanding of the pheno
menon of crime.
In the oourse of attempts to break down exotic myths
about the nature of the 'criminal type', it has moved the concept of the
criminal from that of 'other' to 'like us essentially, but •••·This is
reflected in the concept of 'rehabilitation' - whereby an offender can be
'made fit again' for social life.
Apart from the veiled insult to, for
example, many drug-takers and 'politicaJ. criminals' who would argue with
the idea that they Canllot help what they do, it·has continued to support
a consensus-view of western society similar to that which functionalist
anthropologists held of primitive societies.' 'Conduct norms' have been
seen as given by society. and obedience to them the natural response of
its members.
Deviation from them is dysfunctional.
Thus while social
anthropologists were elevating the behaViour of of one nineteenth century
'other' ... primitives'" to the status of 'normal' and 'healthy', criminolo
gists were relegating the behaviour of the second 'other' - criminals ...
to that of 'abnormal' and 'pathological'.
b)

THE OBSESSION \oJITH FINDING 'REAL' FACTS.

The more sophisticated positiVist criminologists have recognised that
official statistics on crime are extremely problematic.
First, they are
categorised in legal terms which regularly undergo minor changes, thereby
making comParison over time difficult; .second, they are based on 'crimes
known to the police' and on individuals who pass through the complicated
legal machinery, so that a large number of 'real' crimes and criminals
appear to escape inclusion (and, conversely, through miscarriage of justice,
some people who are •really' non-criminals are included).
How can the
'scientist' work with such shoddy material, it is asked.
Another apparent
problem is that ignorance or prejudice on the part of law-makers may
produce definitions of crime at variance with the majority: many positi
vists would question the bland assumption made by Paul Tappan:
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'The behaviour prohibited has been consida~ed significantly in
. derogation of group welfare by de+!berat.'i've qrtd r~presentative
assembly, formallyqonstitute~fcir thepurpo'Seofestabl:Lshing
such nonlls: noWhere else in the field of soeM cdntrol is there'
directed a comparable raticmaieffort to alaobrat e stan'darde'
confemning to the predominant needfSt desires andinter6sts of
the communj,.ty.... Adjudicated offenders repre80"t the closest
p6ssible approximation to those '\'{ho have in fact violat'edthe
. law,careful~ysel~cted by the sieving oftha due process of
the law. '.
'"
' . '
..
.

Those who cannot accept this idealistic view have managed to guard
their positivist position by making adjustments to the offic1al figures.
Sellin and Wolfgang, in an article entitled 'Measuring Delinquency',
suggested ways of constructing an 'index of de.linquency, :t;hatwpuld, in
contrast with traditional and entrailched methods in use, provide a more
sensitive and meaningful measurement of the significance and the ebb and
flow of the infractions of the l,aw attributable to juveniles, taking into
account both the number of, these violations and their seriQuenesE:1.' This
included the establishment of a 'community jury,' (compbsed of ;students~
policemen, juvenile court judges ahd social workers1.) who 'rated' offenceE:1
according to their seriousness, awarding points for 'injury inflicted on
a victim, intimidation and violence , value of property lost or damaged,
etc.'. (5);measurement of the rates, of commission was also limited: to
those offences which were caloulatedto be mos.tconsistently reported to
the police.
Thus, the authors thought, official definitions could be
side-stepped and a picture of 'true' delinquenoy an~ the 'real' extent. of.
'deviation' from the norm' among juveniles couldb.e calculat~d.Suitabl.e
action could then be taken to correct tl1esituation.
This 'answer' of using conduct norms rather than legal criteria as a
base for measurementreve·alE:1clearly..the gapbet"'i'een anthropO::Logical and
criminological thinking.
Social anthropologists have for some tim,e
been looking behindempirioally observed 'behaviour' and stated ~ormsat
the'mechaniE:1rtis (lingUistic,' social, political, ecological) prqduc;:ingthe categories
w:i.tb,i;l).. ',whioh~
E:1uch 'facts' are framed. :.The,' correctiona,l' p~r6pe.ctive
adopted by so many criminologists has put them, into blinkers, allowing
them to see only one reality •
. 1

; ;

LABELLING THEORY'

..

~

Over the laE:1t decade there has been some head~ay against the prevailing
tradition, inspired largely by American sociologists of crime.
An approach
which at first sight appears to be .more palatable to a" modern social
anthropologist has grown up from the initial recognition that 'crime' and
'criminals' oan be created or, defined away by acts of legi.~lation and
decisions of policemen, juries; magistrates, etc. ThiE:1 is known aE:1
'labelling' or 'sooial reaotion' theory. . The. two names most notably
associated with it, are Howard Beoker and Edwin Lemert.
BeCker's well
knowrt statement of the position they start from rea~s as follows:
'The deviant iE:1 one~o whom that l~bel has success~uily been
applied; deviant behaviour is behaviour that people so label.'

(1963:9).
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Another 'labellist', Kai Erikson, insisting that 'social process' is,
of more interest than individual peculiarity writes:
'the 'critical":variable in the study of deviance. is the social
audience ratner than' individual persons, since it is the ,
audience which eventually4ecides whether or not, any given
action or actions will become a ,viable case of ~eviation.'(1962:308).
Unfortunately, much of the work of these theo~i6ts does not live up
to the promise of these interesting general statements.
Instead of
examining the generation and operation o£ the social categories ('thief',
'drug addict', 'psychopath'. 'delinquent', etc.), they concentrate mainly
upon the effects, of the labelling upon individuals so labelled,thus
reverting to a form of social psychology.
One factor leading them in
this direction is the questionable distinction made by Lemert between
'primary"and 'secondary' deviation: the ,first meaning simply ruleor law-breaking, the secon~ the social and psychological responses of the
people 'processed' ~y the legal and penal system.
Under his influence,
labelling theorists have come ,to regard one of their main tasks as to
trace the development from primary to secondary· de'ITiation, i.e. to
document changes in self-identity from 'being normal' to 'being deviant'.
The argument is' that societyconfuses the act with 'the aotor, so that a
person arrested for primary deviation, e.g. a theft or a sexual offence,
becomes regarded as a deviant personality, and consequently experiences
rejection, contempt and suspicion which may not be merited~ Eventually
he may come to acoept thellbels thrust upon him. In Becker's words:
'Treating a person as though he were generally 'rather than
specially deviant produces a se~f-fulfiiiingprophecy. It
sets in motion several mechanisms which conspire to shape
the person in the image people have of him.
When the
deviaht is caught, he is treated in accordance with popular.
diagnosis of why he is that way, and the troatment itself
may 'likewise produce increasing deviance.'
,
'

,

(1963:34).

Thus what Lemert means when he puts forward the provoking thought
'social control leads to deviance' is simply that the way society reacts
to an offender may cause him to counter-react to i~s image of him, and as
a part of this reaction, to offend again.
But as Ronald Akers says:
'From reading this literature one sometimes gets the impression
that people go abou, minding their own business, and then 
"vJham" - society comes along and slaps them with a stigmatised
label.
Forced into, a role of deviant the individual has
little choice but'to be deviant.'

(1967:46) •
One of the fundamental confusions in' the work of 'labellists' is of
the same order that Ardener has discussed with reference to work on
divorce. (6)
They swing between two quite separate ideas of what 'deviants'
or 'criminals' are: those labelled by society as such (irrespective of
actual behaviour, true guilt or innocence, ett.) and those who really,
'out there', break rules or laws.
At the beginning of the process they
describe, it seems that the first idea holds - nobody is deviant until
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caught and labelled.
However, once social reaction has taken placet the
second notion is brought in, and the person becomes a 'real' deviant
(actually breaks the rules or laws) as a reaction to his label.
One
might ask how Lemert would regard an unconvicted bank robber setting out
on his fifth 'job'.
He has as yet experienced no official reaction,
but, a) knows very well that his actions are against the law, b) if not
arrested he will likely do it again, and c) he has a self-identity as a
professional criminal ••• Is he 'really' a criminal or not?
Ironically, although labellists strongly criticise positivist crim
inologists for accepting official, legalistic definitions of criminals
without reflection, they have not fully escaped the trap themselves.
They set out on the road to an analysis of the labelling process, but
qUickly turn back to explanations of why officially-defined criminals
actually commit crimes.
Like the positivists, they have largely ex
cluded meaning and intention from criminal acts.
Our unconvicted bank
robber does not just happen to be pointing a shot gun at a cashier.
This is part of a planned, rational action, in cooperation w~ others
(the 'finger', getaway driver, etc.) and it has a&finite meaning to him
and to those he is robbing.
This meaning is obviously dependent on the
social arrangements of the time and the country in which he is acting 
the existence of banks, cashiers, shot guns and the significance accorded
to them hy society.
Anthropologists have spent a great deal of time discussing 'ration
ality' and 'translation' of social meanings, but criminologists have
lagged seriously behind.
A bank robbery is relatively simple for most
observers to understand t but where phenomena such as 'vandalism','hool
iganism', 'drug-taking', 'silly'minor thefts, etc. are concerned, many
observers cannot see any rationality at all in the actions.
Certainly,
'social reaction' is an essential part of the analysis required, but
only a part.
The social reaction must be explained, not just gLven; and
the intentions and projects of the deviants must pe given social meaning.
Labellists have dodged the first of these requirements by vague references
to 'moral entrepreneurs' forcing their categories on the rest of society.
As two modern deviancy theorists putit (L. Taylor and I. Taylor, 1968):
'The definers are (regarded as) a group of free-floating baddies.'
The second, issue they have obfuscated by over-emphasising the individual's
self-image as a rejected citizen.

AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF CRIMINALS?
Charlotte Hardman asked in an earlier JASO (IV.2:83):ean there be
an anthropology of children?
If we SUbstItUte 'criminals' for 'children'
in her question, how canan anthropological approach help in understanding
crime?
It may be fruitful to take note of M. Crick's stance in his
discussion of witchcraft (~.IV.l:19):
'A sign of conceptual advance in this field will perhaps be
our ceasing to write ~ witchcraft.
So I disagree with Standefer,
who saw the first problem as that of defining witchcraft: I shall
endeavour to deny the phenomenon; to define it away.·
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concepta of ',or,;lme' ~d ;' crimi Us) sJ-~ve ~given ao muCh troubJ.e../
they i too '/llightiniifiaJ,ly be 'ge.f:i.ned away'. " ~logists\liould"do
we].l, to s'l;art at the oth~r .end from institutional~:fi,zl; ti OD&.'< ' Ardener
writes (~.IV.3); 'ft,i~,alw~.ysth~majortask in anthropology to ,find
the ,8.9tqr t s, clas/?;1,fica,t:io.on.'
,,
'. ,
'" ,
,Th~

't. .

:,'

'.

•

,

.. ' ,I woUld ,say !·tirst;task' .ra'l;her .than:'maj()ri::aak.'
Al}y:p.ow, ,it is
surely a,goodj,dea to 19ok at specific cultura,]. activitiessuc:p..as
,; 'pilfering'.,,'safe-blowi,ng',t 't~..:f:i,.dd1ingt, 'pot-smoking','hous~-.
bre~in~', 'pi"qking ppqkets',j()r 'joy-,riding', :L.e. ;using,tl1e 9ategories
orq.inary peopleaoceptrather tha,nlegaldefinitions. . We can find,
people who c'onsciously have taken part in such activities, convic::t,ed or
unconvioted,and without calling them criminals, find out how they go
about them, the terms they use to talk about them, and how their relation
ships with other people are affected.
Some will be highly developed
criminal 'trades' (e.g. picking pockets), others recognised as part of
a definite ~riminal culture' (e.g. housebreaking), others virtually
accepted as p~rtof 'what everybody does' (pilfering at work, tax
fiddling) •
We can then go on to see how the actors' understandings fit
with those of the agents of social control .. police, magistrates, pro
bation officers, etc. - and how both sides act out the cultu~al programmes
produced by society as a whole.
There are many'interesting categories used in casualcon~ersation
which merit 'unpacking'.
For example, police tend to divide persistent
criminals into two general.categories of 'Villains' and 'mugs'; 'ordinart
prisoners classify some people who have committed certain sex offences
as 'nonces'; some people become known as 'grasses' While others who
have informed in a similar way are seen as having legitimately' saved
their own skin under press~e. Official terminology is also a rich
,field: •clients' (probationers); 'psychopath', 'treatment', 'delinquency',
are all filled withscial meaning and a discussion of anyone leads into
insights about general social divisions and assumptions.
~Jith this sort of approach, we aie likely to come up with better
explanatiQns of why some people and some offences are pursued with
greater vigour by the police than others (cf. the 'alcoholic petty thief'
with the 'expense-account fiddler'); Why some attract public or press
outcries and others sneaking admiration (cf. 'masked bandits in payroll
snatch' with the Great Train Robbery); Why certain phenomena suddenly
cause 'moral panics' - 'mods and rockers', 'Hell's Angels', 'skinheads',
'telephone vandalism', 'mugging' - when they have continued for years
before (and after) under a different name. (7)

Criminology has lagged behind anthropology since the development of
fieldwork.
Although some criminologists are now becoming aware of
debates about the philosophy of science, rationality, meaning, etc., the
discipline suffers the disadvantage of not having undergone a lengthy
fieldwork period.
The 'deviancy theorist8',~. a group of mainly young
aoademics who meet regularly at the National Deviancy Conference, are
attempting to make revolutionary changes in the subject, and have pro
duced some excellent studies of subjects like industrial sabotage,
football hooliganism and drug-taking using essentially anthropologioal
techniques linked with a Marxist perspective. (8)
However, the danger
is now apparent that lacking a substantial tradition of fieldwork, they
will fall back into abstract social theory and 'lose the phenomenon'.
In any event, there is a pressing need for a readable and convincing
alternative approach to be developed to combat the alarming implications
of psychological positivist thinking as it has been developed by Hans
Eysenck:
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Michael Maguire.
NOTES

1.

Cesare Lombroso, Introduction to Ferrara 1911: xiv

2.

This change is observable even between different editions of
Lombroso's famous work 'L'Uomo Delinguente'. Between 1876 and
l897 he modified his views considerably.

3.
4.

T. Morris (1957: 41).

5.
6.
7.
8.

This phenomenon was well described by Lindesmith and Levin as
early as 1937, and their criticism is developed by Taylor, Walton
and Young (1973) chapter 2.
In Sellin and Wolfgang (eds) 1969 pp,•• 1-6.
E. Ardener (1962).
The term 'moral panic' was coined by ,stanley Cohen. (1971).
Cf. Cohen (ed) 1971.
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An Apparent Paradox in Mental;. Evolution.
One aspeot of the ourrent interest in feminist studies is the alle":'
gation that history has tended to ignore the contributions of women,
irrespective of their worth, even when they did manage to peneol'ate the
male-dominated professions.
If one takes this pre~ise seriously, then
there is a case for review-ing the early anthropological journals to see
whether there were ari9 examples of 'sexism' at work.
The term tsexism'
was deliberately coined to suggest a similar discrimination to that of
'racism' •
It is interesting to find, therefore, that both sexism and
racism were instrumental in the formation of the Anthropoagica1 Society.
According to J.W. Burrow, 'The immediate causa of the secession' of
Sir James H~ and a number of 9ther l~ading members from the Ethnological
Sooiety wh~ then founded the Anthropological Society .in 1863, was 'the
decision of the ethnologists to follow the. example of the Royal Geo~aPh.
ical Society and admit ladies to its meetings'. (1966:121.)
Even if this
was little more than a pretext, it served as a focus for controversy
between the two societies, and the anthropologists believed that science
and history were on their side;
'Sooner or later it will be learnt that
the glory of soientific men will consist in the patient record of observed
facts rather than in the fatal facility of being able to attract a crowd
of both sexes to listen to equivocal science and still more equivocal
pleasantries' (ibid: 125n5).
Burrow also put the record straight with regard to racism.
J.L.
Myres' paper 'The Influence of Anthropology on the course of Political
Science' (1909) put forward the reason for the foundation of the Anthrop
ological Society as a revolt of those who upheld the unity of mankind
against the pro-slavery propaganda of the polygenist Ethnological Society.
'This is quite untrue.
James Hunt, the president and most active member
of the new society, was an ardent racialist, and so favourable to slavery
as to be suspected of some sinister American or West Indian interest'
(op.cit: 121).
Moreover, the Ethnological Society was an offshoot ~f
the Aborigines Protection Society, and its president, Orawfurd, condemned
slavery.
In view of this beginning, it must have been with some trepidation
that women ventured to give papers to meetings of the Anthropological
Society, even more so, ifine paper was intended to criticise the accepted
view of the mental inferiority of 'savages'.
Anthropologists and psychologists conceived of mental evolution and
the growth of intelligence as being closely allied .to the evident evol
ution of altruism and the development of ethical behaviour.
Thus,
primitives, children, and women were envisaged as illustrating a continuWD
from instinctive to intelligent, rational behaviour.
Since the maternal
instinct was thought to account for any altruistic sentiments in women,
there was some confusion as to ,,;mere they should be placed on this scale.
There were those who wished to credit the development of all humane
behaviour to the initial example of maternal care; but the majority
olassed the maternal instict as yet another example of instinotive action,
and placed women as oloser to animals because of this.
Further confusion
arose where there appeared to be a malfunctioning of the so called
'maternal instict' in ethnographic exampJ.es of the practice of infanticide,
and mothers eating their own children (JAI 1872: 78) •

-
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The superstitious :praotices recounted in the 'ea1':Ly'ethnographies,were
accepted as oomplete justification for the 's,cientitic' new of their '
mental. inferiority.,,' Missionaries and travelier~ Who had spent long
periods exposed to these customs were more inclthed to look for parallels
in oivilised societies, and their aocounts stilnulatedthe vogu.e torre
search into, spiritualist praotices. '
', ' , ' ,
Many of the, more scientit1Cally'~rieritedmember~ ofthe,Arithrop~
ogi<;,al Society oriticised what they eonS1derecito" baa ~~lessdi~ession
_ of 'psychology' into the spiritual 'beliefs and practices of the savage.
'
Mr. Dendy, after hearing the Rev. H. Calloway's paper on 'Divination etc.
,among the Natives of Natal' (JAI l872: 185) , stated that he found it a most
" boring paper,that it was neitherfrUe 'nor'ltaw, and that such clairvoyance
should be' ridiculed as a pseudo-philosophy'. , Some' years, later, ' 'on the
occasion of Herbert Spencer's paper 'The Comp~ative Psychology of M~I
(JAI 1876: 301-315) Mr. Hyde Clark ~aised this 'approach to the study of
pe,ohology, which he felt had been held back b~ people wanting to talk
about spiritualism arid mesmerism (ibid: 316). ,Still ie-ter Ferrier's
paper 'The FunctionaJ.Topography of the Brain ~ l888:~6-28) produced
a similar aesponse from Dr. Lauder Brunton, Sir James Chrichtol:l, Brqwne,
and especially Mr. Hyde Clark, who had been elected chairman of the " "
section for Comparative Psyohology some years previously arid had been, ,
, unable to act, as the members had taken to spiritu~istpraotices (ibidI3l).
___

•
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Tylor continually made detailed investigations into the prevalent
spiritualistic practices in Britain and America as a part of his major
- intereet .in 'animism'.
But for early anthropologist.- with a strong
religious background, and experience ~broadt like the ,Rev~ Call9WB.1, the
, interest in dreams, sympathy" and what he calloed tpz:esentiment1' or prem'!'"
onit1ons, the pq.enornena were c'onsi.dered,worthy ofstudyfq~ the light
they' 'tuew on: the Christian rel1gion.,' Self...inesmerlsni for' the' purpose
of clairvoyance,and the differerit methods' of divination, especially through
c:01lrtacts with· ',';; spirits affected by drugs and 'fasting were' explained in
his paper: . t As it is neoessary in. order that one ,i
i mind should act
on another that the two minds should be in a certain relat10nto' each
other, so a mind oan only be innuEmced by good' or ,evil sp~ts, when it
is in a .state of s~path,n;ic relation with them'· (JAI 1872;;1.80).
He,
found that these'praotices interfered with his evangelism.
His ideas
prompted Mr. Jackson to hope that, 'SOO~ the dreams, divinations and ghosts
of those nearer home as well as Kaffirs, will be cotlsidered subject for
enquiry.
Psyohology of the savage does not differ from that of civilised
man nearly so much as one might have supposed (ibid:.18S).
However, this was not the generally acoepted view.' Th~ problem of
the relationshipbetwe~~:i,.nstin()t'a nd intelligence~'irratiotlal
rational be~viour',rema1ned until well into the nextcenttiry. 'Yet there
was one pa.per ,in these early journals whioh did at'tempt to oometo terms
with the issues.
It .was 'read by Galton in 1891, and written with fast
idious scholarship by Lady Welby•. " This paper, "An Apparent Paradox in
Mental Evolution' (JU 1891:304-325) attempted to plit'the irrational
beliefs of savages into a new perspective~
She questioned the estab
lished view that the savage was closer to nature,' and more governe~ by
his instincts than rational man, and most :lmportant,She challenged .the
understanding and the methods of inv<astigating savage beliefs and .
ceremonies, offering an alternative-which none of the'members of the
British Association,or:theA..'lthrOp01ogical Society, seem to lare under
stood.
The View she put: forwarci challenged the evolutionary methoci of
understand1ng~rim:l.tivebeliefs,. and questioned their fUrict10n 'as useful
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adaptations. She wrote of the~peliefs as exaot parallels t4> those of
modern men of .soienoe, who were ai~obellevers, and 'the authorj,8s could
n01:; with propriety assume, off hand., that such men's religious belief was·
absurd' (ibid: 326) •
The origi.i1a,1ity of her IIp'proach lay in her synthesis
of ideas concerninglahgt1age, symbols, and metaphor, 'emotional experience',
and
her decision to look at primitive oosmologies in their own right.
c

..

~

Lady Welby's oontribution was almost obscured by her humble and tenta...
tive style and the exhaustive d,ocumentationof the current.authorities.
Their theories presentedher with a paradox.. According to eVOlutionary
dootrines, the developme~t and purpose of instincts was to enable animals
and man, through these drives, to react correctly to environmental stimuli.
But in the case of the animal 'man', who Uses his brains to supplement his
instiJ:rew, he gets the wrong answers 1:;0 his questions, which result in
such phenomena as animism and wasted efforts to placate the spirits and
the dead.
She drew attention to Spencer's comparison of the mind of the
savage to that of a child who invested the natural world with spirits and
animates objects for drama.
(This idea of the 'natural' anthropomorphism
of children had great tenacity despite the much later efforts of those
8uch as Margaret Mead,whowete motivated to disprQve the false psycho16gism
(JAr 1932: 173-189» ~
Lady Welby did not .find the analogy between children
and primitives sat~sfactory, since~ucation enabled children to discard the
products of their imagination, whereas the savage stereotyped his fantasies,
and they became like 'dtherhabitual tendenbies organised and perpetuated'
(op.cit:306) •
In order to understand how the over-developed imagination worked, she
made use of the medical books explaining the location and f~ction of the
different powers of the mind: M. Foster's Central Nervous System;
Maudsley's Cerebral Cortex and its WOl'k; Spencer's Principle13 of Psychology;
Wia.liam James' Principles of. Psychology; Chrichton-Browne' s Hygienic Uses
of Imagination; and she was especially impressed with Bastian's use of
symbolism in Brain, Organ of the Mind.
If it was the imagination of
primitives which led to their erroneous beliefs, Lady Welby thought it
necessary to find a model of the way it worked.
Since the senses l1nted
the individual brain to the environmental stiJpuli thro~h the nerves and
the ganglion, and returned along other lines to the appropriate muscles,
she found this prooess a convenient analogy to explain the act of imagin
ation.
But a touQh of 'emotional. experienoe' generally appeareq.· to go to
some emotional centre apparently at random, and thus. set the wrong mental .
muscles in motion.
;>.According to Mercier, 'conduct is the adjustment of the organism to its
environment' (ibid: 318) •
However, she could find nothing in his books,
The Nervous System and the Mind, and Sanity and Insanity, to acoount for the
highly developed fantasy of tl1e savage which prevented .him from adapting
and learning frOm 'theenvironment like the ordinary rational man. 'When
he (the lunatic) attempts to think 01It an elaboratesourse of oonduot he
falls into a state of confusion••• he fails •••• to estimate the comparative
value of circumstances' .(ibid:318).
Lady Welby thought that the analogy
between the mind of a lunatic and a savage was as misleading as that between
the child and the savage.
The confusion between rational understanding
and imagination and emotion remained.
She thought that savages would have
died out if they did not pjssess logical powers which would enable them to
adapt to their environment, and this was not the case.
She based her
understanding of primitive practioes on Tylor's Primitive Culture (Vol.I),
Frazer's Golden Boue;h(Vol.I), Max MUller's Physical Religion, and Dorman's
Origin of Primitive Superstitions.
She conoluded that man also possessed,
unfortunately, a 'middle centre' for emotion and imagination, wl;.1ch wouJ.d
explain wild beliefs and practices contrary to logical reasoning.
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M~ was accuetomedto thedis.crepancy bet~een r~tyarid his sen
sations, and, made alloWMces for these. ,Lady"Welby quoted Wi] Ham James:" '
'From tile day of our 'birth we have ,BOugllt,every hour of oUr lives to
oorrectthe ,apparent 1'01111 of thil'iga, Eind",transla,te'it"into the real form"
by keeping note of ,the way they arepla6~d,(jrheld."
However, 'In no'
other class ofsenaation, (than nsual) does this inoessant correotion'
ooour' (Prinoiples of PsYOhologY, Vo~.p.: 259-60).
' ',.
IladyWelby no~ed, ',The average man is til ~laveto '''habit'' which has
roots in physiological procese' (op. oit:3Z7).
This was the vital point,
in her argument.
The differenoe between the emotional and imaginative
thinking, of the savage, on the one hand, and the logical thinking of the
civilised man, on the other, ,implied that therew~s a change in the way
the mind developed;, otherwise, she thought it would be necessary to
investigate the primitive coSmology underlying those views and judge ita
relationship to reality as they understood it.
She postulated two'hypo
theses:
(i) 'Either we are to suppose an absolute break and reversal'in the
evolution of mind; a stage of gratuitous, incoherence in which the
developing imagination haslet go all the ',: organised reactive power which
up to that stage had made its owner what he was, and pro'c'eeds to or~ate
a burlesque of the u.niverse •••• ', or she thought, oIle,should at ;Least ask
whether '
, ,
" '"
'
(ii) 'we'have, if not to assume that there'be in primitive cosrri~logy
and natural history, an underlying element o~ true "mental aha,dow" of '
outward fact; an unbroken continuity of response in consciousness ~wer
ing to the unbroken series of structur,e, .;funQtionand organic reaotions;
a mine of valid suggestion, carried on wi thin us and prompting more and
more definite expression" ~ibid:321). I f therewae an inherited
'responsive control' she thought this faculty should no·t"have'been lost:
'We have less instinotive power now •••• after••••• weakening uurties with
outer nature' (ibid=322).
Lady Welby thought we might gain a,better ,
understanding of emotion, imagination and instinct by understanding' what
prompted the 'beliefs and ceremonies ot savages who. might not have lost
this instinctive power.
.

.

.

'

Thus, fo~'Lady Welby, the study of savage ceremonies and beliefs was
not as the missionaries sometimes held, to throw light on Christian' faith,
nor to understand good, evil, prophecy, spiritualism and dreams, but in, .
order better to understand, the human mind itself, and how itWQ%'ks.' F~
her the 'grotesque parodies' and 'ludicrousceremonies'were 'failures of'
"translation"; failures to express worthily things which lie deep" doWn ' .
at the centres of human experience, we~ true then and are trUe now,
form part of natural order, and may soon for the first time be able t'o
find scientific expression.
If so,what ,is first, Ile'eded, here as else-'
Where, is an accession of power rightly to interpret "myth, ritual,
religion". 'ahdmysticiism in,'general.
And:-;his, not according to any
dogmatic ghost-theory, dream-theory, sun-myth theories, or any other pre
conceived assumption••••and in relation to its ownmerits••• ~and the new
school of psyohology' (ib1d:322-3).
Her notion of the 'new psychology' included not only the Work of
James, Spencer, Bastian and Shand,' but also the study of language and
symbols, and especially the use of metaphor, both by civilized and primi
tive man.
She quoted from the Prefatory note to part III of the Oxford
New English Dictionar;t (known to the schol.a.rs of the periodae Murray' s) ,
to explain the imp.ortance of the continual innovation .,01' creative language
as a psyChologioal process:
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'The cr~ative. period of langqage, the epoch of "roots" has never come
to an end.
The f.iOrigin of Language" is not to be sought in a far off
IUdo-European an.tiquity.. or i'n a still. earlier pre-Aryan yore..i.time, it is
the perennial process around us' (ibid:n.,323) to
She tholl€Pt that the
clue to understanding reality lay in. our use of language and metaphor
especially: 'Cultured man connects "dreams" as he does "refiection"with
an "inner" which be has aoquired metaphysically - in an' advanced .>fI:;:;:....
mental stage.
But to early man if not "outer" reality the drearr. would
only be "inner" in the mucous membrane or the digestive cavity sense.
And this sense of ",outer" and "inner" may well be launched with us into
the world of mind.at its earliest stage' (ibid:,3l4).
Lady Welby realised that metaphor was open to abuse as e, method of
understanding, but she thought greater attention should be paid to our .
own and the savage's use of symbols,. as the choice of thesef;symbols was
of fundamental importance.
'Of course the tendency to right reaBOning is quite different from a
tendency to right organic response to a stimulus ••• but the real question
seems here to be where does the literal use of the phrase end and the
metaphorical begin ••• As to "breath" taken to represent and express the
"dead" or the "double" it seems, on the usual ass~ptiijns, absurd.
But
question these, and of course there may be good reasor.·for its symbolic
selection, as there may be important realities which it symbolises better
than anything else within reach could do ••• Are we quite sure that our
tacit assumptions are invulnerable?
Have we begun far enoligh up in the
stream of experience "or penetrated far enough into the secret springs
of mind" to justify theQ}?' (ibid:,328-9) ~ .
Her interest in studying savage myths and practices however 'grotesque'
they might be as 'translations' and 'expressions' of a symbolic nature
with a ilogicaJ. consistency'l of their own, can be seen in this context
as both proto-Freudian, and a forerunner ·of modern approache.s to their
study.
However, it is evident from the discussion which followed her
paper, and her reply to this in writing, that her paper was misunderstood
(ibid:323-,329).
Pollock did not understand her use of the word 'trans4!
lation' •
She tried to reformulate her explanation that savages did not
theorise in the 'modern way' but strove hard to use the funotion of
expression to oonvey primordial impulses. I exploding' int 0 fundamental
organic energies.
Thas the 'generio resemblance of belief' beoame part
of the point proposed - 'and intimates links with the starting points of
life' (ibid: ,328).
She saw myth, religion, and rituals as a fopm of
, expression' 'tt$o.d by savages 'conveying to each other certain primordial
impulses within them as strongly as the nerve or blood currents, and as
insistent in demanding outlet or prompting "explosion" as the most
fundamental of organic energies' (ibid:,3a8).
The points raised in the .discussion were along familiar eVQlutionist
lines.
Pollock thought that archaic man reasoned incorrectly because
he did not have the superior facts 'as we do'.
Lewis commented that we
did not know enough about the imagimation of animaJ.s. to know if tllere
was a 'break' in evolution.
Galton thought that superstitio~ and
illusion had proved useful in creating bellicose 'fanaticism'. and Pollock
thought savages' delusions would prove fatal· when there was effective
competition, and as the theory of the survival of the fittest was put to
the test.
Galton politely noted the novelty of her ideas to psychology
and S!ociology~and that there appeared to be a break in evolution between
instinct and reasoning, exemplified in the perverse imagination of savage
minds.
Mrs. Stapes, who was hearing the paper for the second time,
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tried to be construvtive .. ,', She suggested that the questions put.t'o.rward
by Laqy Welby should he presented one at a time.
Was there a break in .
mentalevolutioii. and if l1ot, , was the evolution of an indivi,dual. ,J.i,k.e the
evolUtion of a raoe? 'The fact that she took ~iaattitudesuggeat~,t.hat
she had 'a preoonceived pictUl'eofthemental evolu.t;ion.of.a chi~d, :and.
was speCifically refer·rlng to Lady.Welby's 1"ernarks about theeducatioh of
'oivil1.sed'chUdrenf and 'thef'aotthat savages stereotyped ·their fanQ~es
whid1 be Cari1 e .like , other babttua:l t endeD.c1es organised. and perpetuated'.
;.

",'

",

This attitUde ·to primitivecosmo.logies can surely be f!e~nasan~arlY
of collective\representations.,· Qn~.,
need not go further in pressing ·tne point that she 'wished to look; at the
'consistenoies' in primitive beliefs and practices,which were· evidently
irrational and illogLcal, to the'scientific mind.' ,The symbolic 'trans
lationot' thiJ3gs which lie deep at the centres of,human,experience', and
'the recent developments of the stud;y of': language. its growth and devel
opment on the figurative and psychologioal' (ibid;323) were just ·,two of
her contributions to the new approach that ahe·urged.
Since the
development of anthropological theory allows for the retrospective
adoption of founding fathers,perhaps one could nominate Lady Welby as
a founding rnothe!!', and go onto .try to· find reasons why she thought as
she did, and why she was miSW1derstood.
formula~ioh ofL~'Vy-Bruhl's idea

'This allows me to attempt to put forward a line of argument wb,ioh
derives from a feminiatapproach.Firstly, it is .interesting to See "
.,whether there .were many other women represent ed in the first. two deCades
'of the JAr', and whether the1%' interests
were in any way similar.
Miss
.
A.W. Buokland presented two'papers on ~s, Sll];'g~ry, and the super...
'stitionsof savages (.8!. 1879: 239--253; 1881:7-20) It' and Mrs. Sophj.a Bryant
gave an 'account of intelligence tests which she had devised, which are
typioal of those in use todEiy (~, 1886:3-50) •.. This common irl.terest
in the intelligence of children and primitives,; and thar practices, could
be fortuitous.
But if the early work on 'Ethnic Psychology. by Dunn
(JAX1875:255-265) and 'The Comparat1vePsychology of Man' by.Spencer
(JAI 1876:301...315) are adlzdtted to provide the most:'ganeral view accepted
arthat time by the Anthropological Society•. then the spectrum of ll1fi1ntal
evolution ranged from lunatics, primitives', children, women' to rational
man.
The ,'women discussed the three other .inferior ,groups, but did not
mention their own vested interest in verifying or discrediting these
:views.
Spencer's section on the relative mental ua:ture of ,the sexes
went into minute detaU about the biological and social reasons for, the
mental differences', which he took for granted.
The views on illogical
ity, emotionalism, lack of' mental plasticity, incuriosity, laziness.'
lack of coherent or abstract thought, and so on, were applied to women
and primitives alike.
W.L. Distant's 'On the Mental Differences between
the Sexes' (JAI 1875:78--85) reasoned that civilised women's brains were
comparativelYBinaJ.ler than their menfolk as they had become playthings
and ornament.s.
He compared this with the reduoed brain of the domestic
rabbit.

"........

.

If they were to fight their own case the women had to put themselves
forward as ethnographic examples, which was neither modest nor good
tactics.
In trying to direot interest and research towards a re
assessment of the mentaJ.ity of children and primitives in contradist
inction to lunatics, they were moving in the right direotion.
They
had to cape' the methods of their superiors in presenting a scholarly,
logioal and erudite treatment, and in the case of Lady Welby, it almost
oamouflaged her novel ideas.
There are several interrelated factors
which may have something to do with why and how she developed these ideas,

\
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apart from the overt reasoning of her argument ~
Firstly, she was a member of a g-oup oharaoterised as illogica:l, and .
emotional, who were not expeoted to be familiar with the learned con
ventions of scientific and rational debate.
It. is perllaps legitimate
to speculate that once sha had mastered the latter,she would not necess
arily feel that hel' previous life had been irrational and emotional, nor
her psychology governed by bodily afflictions.
The language .of the
educated male may or may not have provided her with a good lexicon for
translating the appEU'ently random, intuitive and vague statements of her
own sex, . and' analysing them to make logical senae.· Presumably she had
to think of·her pl'eviousunderstanding and interpretation of women's
behaviour, ar infants, or ohildren's, as interior.
This understanding
may have been taoit t instinctual ~d intuitive, andotl?-er such wards that
we use to describe 'things Which lie deep at the centres of human exper
ience, not yet scientifically understood, were true then and are true now,
farm part of natural order, and may soon for the first time be able to
find scientific expression'.
Secondly, it might just be possible that the education received by
the erudite men of the Anthropological Society had begun early enough to
equip them with pemanent blinkers that would prevent them from straying
from the rational, logical, scientifio way.
Such a view of life was
suffioiEntly distorted to prevent George Eliot's Mt' Casaubon from ever
glimpsing it at all.
The edUCated women, on the other hand, moved in
ciroles where they did not always convel'se with those of similar education,
and could not dismiss their illogicality and irrationality on grounds of
class, as men could.
A betrayal of this code was dramatic, as in the
example of Jane Austen's Emma who used th,e weapon of logicality to ridi
cule Miss Batles.
In thiB'"'Case she was contravening the accepted code
of mutual sympa.thy which permitted the real meaning of the conversation
to be extracted from the random sentences.
Thus, as a membel' of an inferior human troup, with the e~perienoe of
understand1rlg and conveying significant communications which ~e not
usually amenable to scientific analysis, Lady Welby was, perhaps, herself,
aware of the problems of trying to 'translate' and also to justify an
unrespected cognitive code.
It was to be expected that the trained
minds of .the Anthropological Society wo~d be more resistant to accepting
such aline of argument, at least in a pre-Freudian era.
It is also,
perhaps, both significant and arguable that a large number of women
anthropologists have shown a definite preference for psychological
studies and cognitive anthropology.

Ju1ie~

Blair.
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Leenhardt once reported from Tahiti that the people had placed
over the entrance to one of their primary schools, "as a sign of
supreme beauty," the solitary inscription:
2 + 2

=4

~fuatever could have been in their minds to do something so
austere and arrest.ing?

The ethnographer writes of their enthusiasm for knowledge,
and prop0sesthat the Polynesians were seeking a religion that
would. revivify ancient mythical forms of experience and give these
a new content. And doubtless they did find a beauty in this limpid
paradigm of the new organisation of thought. But these suggested
answers, as they stand, do not seem to meet the case. Naturally,
we need to know far more about the circumstances, and we can
readily conjecture the kinds of ethnographic detail that we should
require in order to think deeper about the affair. Yet these too
would probably not carry us far enough, through the avowed motives,
into the premisses from which the Tahitians in question even began
to think about the symbolic stand they were about to make. For
we are starting from the \\Trong end, as it were; that is, from an
everyday fani.ilarity with arithmetical formulas and the entire
apparatus of numerical calculation into which we have been drilled
since we first learned the tables of addition ~~d mUltiplication.
What we need to understand, then, is what it can be like to be
without this knowledge, and to see 2 + 2 = 4 as an illumination,
a new sign of the .power of abstraction.
Hore precisely, we need
to know what it is in fact like for certain Tahitians in certain
circumstances to frame their thinking in non-traditional categories
. and we cannot hope to understand such particuJars ~ priori, for we
are ignorant of the terms even in which our questions should
properly be couched. \Vhat we should seek, therefore, is what
Leenhardt has termed the "structural elements of their mentality".
There has now been published an ethnographic monograph on
Tahitians, the subtitle to which refers precisely, and excitingly,
to mind and experiences in the Society Islands. The author, Robert
Levy, is a professor of anthropology at the University of California
at San Diego (La JolJa), and was formerly a practising psychiatrist.
The work is dedicated to Gregory Bateson. Three encomia on the
back of +'he jacket, by American anthropologists, describe the book
as a classic, praise its "sensitivity for Tahitian thought," cal I
it a major theoretical contribution, and give readers to expect
that it will enabl e us +'0 comprehend "vJhat goes on behind those
handsome visages." Even if we take duly into account (as a matter,
not for disparagement, but simply of different national styles in
academic prose) the hyperbole that characterises American public
judgements, whether in reviews or in university testiulonials,
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these panegyrical passages must en90urage great hopes. It should
be reported J tooJ that the University of Chicago Press has produced
a distinct] y handsome volume, attractiv~:l1y designed in a format
fit indeed for an ethnographic classic, and graced with striking
illustrations by Pierre HeymM.
'
Professor l,evy worked in the Society Is) ands for a bit over
two years, mainly in 1962-64. He evidently had a good 'colmnand of
Tahitian, and he was substantially aided \Jith "copious marginalia"
and otherwise by Ralph Gardener White, an expert on the language.
Afterwards, and in a style that an English anthropologist can
associate only with the astounding affluence and spaciousness of
American academic life J he was able to reflect on his fieldwork
during "some years of relative peace and quiet" as a senior fellow
and then research associate at the University of Hawaii.
Earl ier
versions of some sections of the book were read by a number of
the author's colleagues, among whom the best recognisable here are
Roy D'Andrade and l'1elford Spiro. And of course there was an
immense fund of published and archival materials on the islands
and their inhabitants J going back nearly two hundred years. So
in practical,ly every respect Tahitians has been as fortunately
prepared as one could wel1 look for.
In the event J there is indeed a great deal of patently sound
ethnographic detail in Professor I,evy's account, and it is plain
that he has made a more than useful contribution to knowledge of
Tahiti which will be of lasting value. He writes unpretentiously
(his opening words are, disarminglYJ "This is a first book ••• ")J
and he succeeds throughout five hundred pages in sustaining an
almost warm interest in those individuals whose lives he chiefly
examines. The book is directed to two audiences: those who wish
to learn about "the natural history of this sample of Polynesian
) ife J" and t,hose more professiona11 y concerned with prob'l ems of
psychological anthrop010€:,'Y and of "personality theory." A main
thread of the exposition is prOVided by "psychodJil1amic" inter
views with twenty individuals, recorded on tape. Centrall y J the
author is interested in his subjects' "experience as 'rahi tians"
(his italics), and he says he believes his methods reveal much
of this.
The monograph is divided into four parts. The first, "Orien
tations J " sets the scene and introduces some of the actors. The
second J "Shared Privacy," deals (chapter by chapter) with bodies J
souls J and aspects of personal relationships. "Psychological
Abstractions" treats of self and identitYJ thinking J feelingJ
and moral behaviour. The final section J "Organisation and Dis
organisation," covers fantasYJ adjustment and readjustment J aspects
of growing uPJ the question of maintenance, and aspects of personal
organisation. Two appendices record the check sheet used for
psychodynamic interviews and a sample interview (about a dream).
There is a useful glossarYJ followed by a bibliography and a good
general index.
As a whole J and taken not too exigently, the work creates
such an instructive J rewarding, and generally pleasing impression
that one is rather reluctant. to turn critical. And perhaps one
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might not be much inc lined to do so if onl y i t \~ere not for the
crucial words "mind and experience" in the subtitle. For in the
end it must be said somehow that Tahitians does not real1y make
the kind of contextual analysis of exotic categories which these
words encourage the reader to look for. A large proportion ~f the
book presents descriptions of customs in very much the fashion
of Both Sides of Duka Passage. (This is a compliment equally to
Miss Blackwood and to Dr. 1,evy.)
Take the chapter on bodies in
Part II. It deals in succession with cleanliness? eating? exposure?
masturbation, supercision? sexual intercourse? homosexuality,
conception, pregnancy? childbirth? menstruation. This is all
good solid information? and interesting enough as far as it goes,
but by this point we are well over a hundred pages through the
text and we are still hardly in contact with what, goes on inside
the Tahitians. Certainly there is no critical comparison of the
Tahitian psychological vocabulary with that of western discourse
and psychiatry. Actually, the author's prologue to this part
makes cl ear that this is an expectation that vie must be prepared
to forego:
I have sliced up behaviour, or rather abstractions
at varying distances from behaviour {generalities
about 'cleanliness' are less abstract than gener
alities about 'moral controls'), into gross cate
gories - 'bodies'? 'souls'? 'feelings'? 'thinking' 
purpose ly naive categories which are na 1;ural for me.
Within these gross categories r.here are finer ones
which take some account of native categories.
There we have it. The ethnographer relies on naive categories?
he says? which are "natural" for him - and he ventures to take no
more than "some account" of the categories of t.he Tahitians them
sel ves. Now this woul d be en"i;irely unexcep+;ionab 1e if it alone
were simply what he decided to do. Anthropo"logical readers in a
certain intellectuaJ tradition wouJd still be considerably disap
pointed, but they could not rightly complain that the author had
wri tten the kind of book he \~ished and not what they woul d have
preferred. Yet the issue is not so cJ ear-cut. ~1ind and experi
ence? deliberately chosen as indicators of the essential subject
matter, have certain established connotations which here make it
necessary to go deeper t;han commonpJ ace descriptive categories
perrni t; and to convey the distinctive characteris tics of the
Tahitian conception of experience demands an exposition which is
itself premissed on those psycho]oiSical and cognitive ca.tegories
which for the Tahitians themselves define? articu] ate, and in
some regards even constitute that experience.
Professor Levy? ho,~ever? is admittedly on a quite different
tack. For instance, he does not state his own premisses when he
writes of mind and experience, and (as is confirmed by the paucity
of references under these words in the index) he does not attempt
to convey what.? if any, are the equivalent concepts by which the
Tahitians discriminate among their apprehensions. The nearest he
comes to procuring us this interior view is in the chapters on
the self and on thinking, but al't,hough t,hese accounts open promis
ingly with grammatical considerations they prove to lead hardly
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any distance into thes.e fundamental nations. Instea4 of providing
the reader with a grasp of exotic concepts with whic& he can then
learn to aCQuire further categorical distinctions, as these are
effected in Tahitian collective thought, and eventually gain a
critical comprehension of alien modes of existence in Polynesia,
the author Quickly reverts to his more usual manner of de scrip
tion. Instead of becoming more abstract, as is t;he explicit
intention, the exposition changes vocabulary as it proceeds but
stays at much the same level of behavioural anecdote, reminiscenc:e
by the subjects, and more or less pertinent replies to the ethno
grapher's Questions. Taken in a repertorial sense, i;his style
of presentation contributes effectively enough (even if in a rather
rambling and slightly repetitious .-JaY) to a rounded picture of
Tahitian life, but in general by a process of factual accumu'lation
rather than by analysis.
'
It will be unnecessary by this point to protest that none of
these observations is to be taken as derogat.ory, but only as
hintj,ng at the respects in which Professor l,evy has departed from
his own declared ambitions. In view particularly of the modesty
of his approach, moreover, it !!lay be in place to suggest certain
comparisons and recourses by which his argument could better have
been made to reflect Tahitian ideas and apprehensions. The chapter
on the self recalls an example which for an Oxford social anthro
pologist makes a classical beginning to such a study: lYIauss's "Une
categorie de 1 'esprit humain: 1a notion de personne, celIe de 'moi'"
(1938). This essay in turn links directly to another work of the
same period: Levy-Bruhl 's perturbing Carnets, edited by Leenhardt
(1949). Then there is Leenhardt's own work Do Kamo: 1a personne
et Ie my the dans Ie monde melanesien (1947). This mae,'TIificent
but ilJ-recognised investigation into the meanings of two words
in New Caledonia presents itself indeed as i;he very pattern of
an enQuiry into mind and experience in an alien tradition, and
it is genuinely a pity that Professor l,evy should appear to have
been unaCQuainted with it. And 8ubtending such invaluable para
digms there is of course the fact that what Professor Levy ulti
mately confronts are problems of comparative epistemology. On
this score the standard concepts of clinical psychiatry and
academic psychology, though doubtless apt enough to the under
takings for which they were contrived, are not unQuestionably
serciceable in the critical treatment of Tahitiancategori~s. To
this end, given the pertinence of Janguage'andthe emphasis on
inner experience, the Philosophical InvestigatioY1S could have
given Professor l.evy's investigation a far [tiore probing and revel
atory character. Also, as a final example of a kind, it would
be hard not to men !;ion'a recent enQuiry, inspired I argely by
1tJittgenstein and by levy-Bruhl, into the Question whether belief
is an experience; for this deals precisely with what is taken
for a fundamental faculty of mind in its connexions with language,
alternative psychologies, and alien modes of experience.

The point of these comparisons is by no means to claim that
one intellectual tradition (or, more trivia]]y, one national style
of anthropology) is simply better than another, or to maintain
that the linguistic analysis of collective representations is
in principle more profitable than one carried out in the terms
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of a western psychology. Professor Levy's dedication to Gregory
Bateson shows in 'itself that he is not so parochial or so part
isan as to merit a blunt admonition. But he has devoted a fair
part of his life and a deal of earnest thought to the understanding
of ~ehitians, and unless he becomes irrevocably distracted by his
current research in Nepal he may continue to publish about them.
It would be unprofessional at least, therefore, not to allude to
that scholarly tradition which once characterised OXford social
anthropology and which, in the works of the late Sir Edward
Evans-Pritchard, showed its distinctive power to reveal certain
radical features of exotic forms of thought and action.
Rodney Needham.
·I.A •. Richards. Essats I:iJ..BisIJlIohaUi" •. Edited by Reuben Brower,
Helen Vendfer, and John Hollander. New York, Oxford Univereity
Press, 1973. viii, 368pp., illus. £5.75.

Fifty years on from the first publication of The Meaning
of Meaning, Richards' colleagues, students, and friends have
seen fit to offer him this mark of their esteem. There are two
ways in which a contributor to a Festschrift may offer his respects
to the subject: either he chooses simple praise with the description-
perhaps elucidation--of the subject's thought; or he attempts to
push ahead with theories in the direction and manner of his predecessor,
Most of the authors in this volume have chosen the former approach.
There is a good deal of biographical detail, and with the notable
exception of Hartman's essay on psychoesthetics, the essays are
very much about Richards rather than inspired by him. While this7
approach may seem less adventurous, the essays produced are often
more interesting or more useful.
This is certainly true in the case of this volume. Hartman's
and Cleanth Brooks' essay (on the concept of tension) may make
greater contributions, in the long run, to the theory of literary
criticism; but the essays which stay in the mind are Reuben Brower's
skilfully conducted interview with Richards, and Janet Adam Smith's
enticing and beautifUlly written piece on Ivor and Dorothy Richards
as mountaineers.
'But apart from these more personal themes, and the largely
uninspiring dedicatory poems, the volume lacks a certain breadth~
compared wi th Richards' own wide-ranging interests. Particularly
disappointing from an anthropological point of view is the failure
to treat in any serious way Richards' approach to problems of
translation, best exemplified in Menciuson the Mind. This is a
fault of the editors, who are all professors of English at
American universi ties. A survey of the .list of contributors ~.
reveals that three-quarters of them are or have been academic literary
critics. But one then realises that nearly all of these are
distinguished ex-students of Richards', so that one can understand
this editorial weakness.
In terms of what the book aims to be, rather than what it might
have been, however, the book is a complete success. All the essays
repay reading and pay true credit to Richards' greatness. ~ey
are the very least that he deserves.
Martin Cantor.
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Women in Between.'

MarilYn'Stratherne.

London. S'eroinar pres~. 1972'.
.

Dr. Stratherne's title is intnguing.
At the outset o~e wonders
whether h,er liSe of the prepositidn and the implied spatial image would
iritroduce 'the notion' ofwonien as agents of c~tural' transfcirmation';' a
desqriptionof the role of women one, might have wished for' from Levi
Strauss.
His lengthy writing on the subject of food would seem to
have demand;edsome suchpreatment of the' j;;ubjectofwomen, but in
Stratherne's work, like Levi-Strauss', no such consideration~ were
forthcoming.' The title was taken' from a sub-heading of a chapte,r
entitled 'JUdicial Status', but this reviewer did 'not think the title
represents a real theme of the book, nor an idea which was fully
developed in the work.
.
Women in Between; toStratherne, simply means women betweeri. two
kin groups'. . But, for women, there is an unevenness, an inequality
in the arrangement (of mutual transactions) for although she is a
'road' for men, she has no road; she is powerless to act on her own.
She has limited contacts, her prestige derives from her dependence
Paradoxically,.' Stratherne mentions Hageri~ca' categories
on men.
which might show that Hagen women see their situatfon somewhat diff
erently from men, as they are able. we are told, to claim and achieve
a degree of autonomy.
I use the word 'paradox'becauSe in my view, Stratherne does
not develop any of her ideas on women in a clear and precise manner,
because nowhere does SHe treat kinShip, or any other aspect of Hagen
society, as a linguistically oriented subject.
The result is that
her views on Hagen women, explained in a totally functionalist
theoretical context, are given without the benefit of detailed ex
planation of the Hagen meanings of kin relations or any other aspect
of their society.
This point is crucial,for Stratherne concentrates on marital
relations of the Hagenese for several reasons; inter-group and
inter-sexual relations and the domestic roles of women are at the
centre of her thesis.
One would have thought, therefore, that
Hagen linguistic categories, classifications and cosmology would be
of supreme importance as evidence for such oentral role definitions.
However, the indigenous modes of thought only occasionally <and then
partially) manage to struggle through.
Why?
Too often the heavy
handed imposition of western ~li!'ii:~'IJ.~. categories is apparent and it
is simply frustrating, because in other sections, it is equally clear
that these categories have little or nothing to do with the way the
Hagenese view life. Some insights into this are provided ina
section entitled'Husbaildand Wife:' the supernaturaldirilension'.
Here, we are told that ties between men and women extend beyond
physical death in many ways.
We are told, for example,that women
say that after death the spirits of husband and wife find each other
again.
As in her lifetime, a woman's 'min' (spirit) may wander
around and visit her clansmen,. but it always returns to tlieabode
of her husband's 'min'.
ClaIms spouses have over each other thus
persis. after' death':"'"" Indeed, mOst of the disputes, prestations,
compensation payments, etc. surrounding arguments between Hagen men
and women seem to have something to do with the claimS of dead kin.
I think it obvious that there is a cosmology indicated here, but it
remains unexplained, hence un-Understood.
..
We are told firstly, that Hagen notions of sexual relations,
co-habitation, mutual domiciles~ kin alliances, shells, pigs, etc.
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are ti,d up withian~trica~e classifi~atory terminology which ditrers
greatly from ourS, Diainly becauSe there is a strOng distinotion made
between men's usage and women's usage of the same terms (p.34); and
secondly" that mpst .of these terms are ~:n some unexpla.inedway intri
cately 'connect.~d ~tb. Hasen notions 'of life and 4eath. Unforlunat'ely,
Strathe:rJ1e, ;Le~vesth~se r~8J.itie,s ofUagen thought ,to tb.e reader's im~
inatiori~ "'It appears that th;ls 'is so' becaus~',throughQuther bop~"
,
Strathe:rpe uses~hat Hilary Henson, (British Social Anthro 010 sts and
Lan/W!l;/tEt'., Ox:!ord 'jn;~~rsity Pr~sst'l9'7,
Jias caUed tassoc:1,atiQna+ly
treaoherous'terms suoh aEi.Father's Sister and Mother's BrotheJ;"'sDaughter'
(p.102). ',Ana1Yti.cal categpries ·.such:as 'olan', 'tribe', etc. are ,
imposed' c~e blanche'. " ,."
"
" "
".

.'

'.

I find many paragraphs utteriy confusing.
Theperpiexity can, be
summed up in two questions:
If it is true that in many oases the
agnatic model is irrel~vant, then why u~e it?
If, there;lsno compre
,hensivegenealogicB.1 fram.ework for the 'whole clari~ then "why bring 'it up
in the first place? ' , "
" ,

It is olear that, toStratherne, funotion - de,fined 'afl her'assigned
categories - ,:La obvioufilywhat the Hagen terms spI1.nk1ed throughout the
book are taken to mean~
This is made plain in' the last s~ntende of har
note on case liistories' at the beginning .of the book:
'
nCa~es" based on, informants' accounts ~lone are ,distinguished,
by an asteris),{..
I 'take these as revealipg about attitUdes '
eVen if they are not accurate as to behaviour.

Doubts also arise 'as to the meaningfUlness of the statistical samples
given in the Appendices.
The main probiems are:
(i)

the paradox which exists in the functionalist paradigm, i.e.
that of dogge,d a.dherenc~ to an eJrlpirical base without soph
isticated quantific~tion techn;i.quesfor that bas~ 'to test on.

(ii)

anobseasive preoccupation on an ideological level with
'typi~alitY',and\4th 'normative' behavioUr'.
Out ot '75,000
pe~ple~ speaking at leasttwci langtiages, from knowledge of how
m8J)y 'were the~,e" 'norms' derived? " How lIIanype,ople did
StJr:atherne'meet in eighteen montba? Fi~ty? Two hundred?
Five hundred?
,,' ,
,

(iii)

,

a seiectionof inad~quate samples with 'What seems to amount
to an accolllpanyirigrel\1Sal to recognise, that quantification
,of a people als,o, means quantification of .liriguisticcategor
:1es. 'The selec.tion ,of a sample in the first plaCe ~epends
on non~uantifi~ble decisions.
. ,
.

'.~

,.

In conclusion, ,if Stratherne's book had been published in 1932; a
reviewer might be able to find ample historical just;i.ficationfor the
defects to whioh the reader'satterition has been drawn.
But Women1n
Between, was published 'in 19'72, although theoretically 'and methog,olaigIiaxly
it belongs to the generations of Richarq,s,Malinowski, Radcliffe Brown ,
and Fortes.
The ,sad4ening, thing is thai~ I now know not.hi,D.8?' more about
the Hagenese and New Guinea than I did before reading the boo~, but I
do feel I know a lot more about social anthropology circa 1930, 'through
the writing of an anthropologist ,who is obviously a bright, oompetent
and very, 'artiou1ate exponent of tnat pei'iod.
Drid WUliams.
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Man and Woman among the Azande.
Edited by E.E.· Evans- .
Pritchard, London~ Faber and Faber •. 1974~ £4.50
This book avowedly aims to present what some Africans - to be precise
some Azande·- are really like, how they talk and think, with only the
barest introduction and commentary.
The editor states that in their
writings anthropologists may have seemed to dehumanize Africans 'into
systems and structures and lost the flesh and blood',and he here tries
to let the Azande speak for themselves on a variety of topics concerned
with relations between men and women, and domestic life.
Most of the
texts presented were recorded by the editor or his clerk Reuben Rikita
between 1927 and 1930, but others written between 1961 and 1964 by
Riehard Mambia and Angelo Beda are also made available.
Many of the
texts, all of which have been translated from Azande, have already
appeared in journals and books.
It was a happy idea to bring them
together in this way.
They make refreshing reading, and will parti
cularly interest would-be social anthropologists who have not yet had the
opportunity to work in a field situation, illustrating as they do one
kind of data from which general statements are often drawn by social
anthropologists.
They will also be avery useful resource for analysts
for years to come.
Although Professor Evans-Pritchard, with his usual modestl' has
attempted to avoid imposing his own views, a certain intrusion;must have
been inevitable.
He notes that he 'did not elicit the texts', but it
would be idle to conclude from this statement that the Azande would have
spoken in the same manner, or indeed at all, if there had been no scribe
present.
He has also had the problem of choosing which texts to publish
here, and some editoria1 bias must be assumed.
Nevertheless he is
sensitive to the need to include 'What may seem irrelevancies' because,
as he says, 'they were not to the Azande who dictated them',
It is no
doubt these 'irrelevancies' which will make this kind of contribution
especially valuable for future scholars.
Given the problem of observing
without being observed, or without influencing the observation, we are
probably in safer hands than in any others when Evans-Pritchard is
concerned.
There are two small regrets: text follows text with only the
occasional minimal attribution (Mambia and Beda excluded).
How much more
helpful these would have been if we could have known at least at which
end of the age-range the commentator could be placed, let alone other
biographical details.
In this volume, which presents a series of distinct
though anonymous items from different sources, where the edil·tor has
refrained from comment and left the readers to draw their own conclusions,
less anonymity and more personalisation would have been particularly
useful.
A more serious cause for concern is that since this is intended to
be 'a presentation of an African way of reflecting on how men and women
see one another'and 'get along together', and 'how and African people'
look at these problems, more stress was not laid on the fact that this
book only provides evidence of a possible male view of the relations
between men and women.
A book of texts by Azande women might, of course,
carry exactly the same messages as this one: we have no way of knowing.
It is, however, certainly inadequate for. the editor, in view of his
claims, mere~ to comment 'though I ought to add that all the texts in
this oollection were taken down from men, who naturally had a bias in
their own favour'.
With such reservations in mind, the volume is very welcome and may
set a precedent for others.
It in no way replaces those books of 'system
and structures' alluded to, but is a very valuable complement to them.
Shirley Ardener

Anthro:golo gy and the Colonial Encounter.
Edited by Tal51l Asad. London:
Ithaca Press. 1973. Library and paperbaokeqitiona availabie (£5.50 and £1.00).
leThe Anthropologist Northcote-ThomasJ was a recognised
maniac in many ways, He wore s;andals, even in this country,
lived
vegetables, and wp.s generally a rum person.
CClearly, ResidentsJ did not w~nt to have an object
like that going about ••• partly because he was calculated
to bring a certain amount of discredit on the white man's
prestige.' (Colonial Office file, 1930)

on

It is at first sight curious how relatively long it. has taken for
social anthropologists to see themselves as part of the colonial period 
less so, perhaps, when it is realized how alien to the co19~ial system
they always succeeded in seeming to be - even in their most respectable
phases. At least two quite unradical present-day professors had their
difficulties in those days - reports suppressed,or entry permits blocked.
Other social anthropologists were closely in touch with the colonial
independence parties, and remained persona grata in the successor states.
It is surprisingly difficult to think of an anthropologist who has been
barred from his field save by a militaristic or repiessive regime. A few
reflections of this sort might lead some to feel that therem~ after all
be something about the subject that does help to moderate thezordinary
ethnic or class features of individual social anthropologistJ. Wecertainly
have to account for the contradiction between the marked conservatism of
ideas within social anl::hropology i tselfand the destructuri,ng .eYfect its
writings have on other conservatisms - an example, Talal Asad suggests, of
'bourgeois consciousness' transcending itself~,
;

:t

The contributors to this volume are essentially all puzziing over
this problem. Wandy James points' out in some detail the highly" cd tical
nature of some pre-\'1eX anthropology. As she reminds us, Kenyatta was
regarded as a particularly dangerous product of the Malinowski seminar (it
may be added that he changed his name from colonial ',Tohns on' to 'Jomo I
during thattime) • Generally, however, the volume a ttemptsa broadly
MarA~st accommodation of the fact that there were possibly liberal, even
left-wing, individual social anthropologists with the undoubted fact of
their colonial context. There are usefUl accounts and resum~s of the
nineteenth century origins (the Aborigines Protection Society and the rest),
and of the complicated relationship with Indirect Rule in the twentieth
century. Lackner uses official documents to good effect fo~ Eastern Nigeria
on the latter subject•
. . "rhe special cases of Nadel (Faris) and Godfrey Wilson.(Brown) are examined.
OtherS vtsad&Clanmer,in' particular) deal with· the political perceptions shared
by administrators and anthropologists about exotic peoples. Feuchtwang and
Forster take us into recent Marxist analyses, including, in some detail,
the 'New Left critique'. Papers from the 'indigenous' side come from Willis
and Ahmed. A bibliographical digest is' supplied by Mai;'fleet. Asad' s
introduction takes a middle view of the central problem, but perhaps all
the writers feel somewhat uncomforta.ble with it. The stamina required for
a treatment of knowledge as ideology, and their relationship to action,
must lead to some kind of questioning of the very structure in which studies
occur.
Since the writers hope for a Marxist solution, it is worth noting how
recent any awareness of the relevant, mainly French, literature has been
in social anthropology. This Journal itself pioneered such diSCUssions •.
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It is not easy to recollect much serious mention of Althusser,
even of Godelier, Terray or Meillassoux, in oth,er British anthropological
journals before 1971 - least of all from the one or two then acknowledged
senior Marxists in the subject. The story of the New Left critique,
which is referred to so often in this volume,should be mentioned, first
of all, to clear away the odd charge sometimes sporadically made (from
sUrprisingly conservative quarters) that the newer movements in social
anthropology are in some way 'elitist' and non~arxist oy definition.
The truth is rather that the newer Marxism was itself in part introduced
to favour among British social anthropologists by the same intellectual
currents that made vulgar functionalism untenable in other ways.
Thus it was our student Jairu5 Banaji who, in his second te~ of
the Diploma, created the so-called 'New Left' Critique. Until then there
had been no 'critique', merely an article by Goddard, defective in
coverage, and clearly ignorant of many developments in social anthropology
since 1960. Banaji's response, based on the now fashionable authors,
was composed extremely rapidly - for thi~ was the period when the
underdeveloped nature of much British anthropology made many contributions
from students more interesting than those available in the standard
literature. None will be more amused than Banaji that a definitive
milestone in anthropological Marxist criticism should'have b~en so quickly
and so easily established, and should be cited so soberly for so many
years afterwards. It is an irony that the 'New Left' Critique should
stem from the world of this Journal to which he was a founder contributor,
as part of that 'new anthropology' to which his critique is now sometimes
cited as an alternative. It was not a traditional Marxist approach that
gave this early critique its edge, but rather its hints at the grinding
effect of structuralism and Marxism upon each other. To understand
French anthropological Marxism a knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses
of the Structuralist period is required.
In taking the matter so far I move beyond the volume under review
to remark that there are high levels' of ordinary. functionalism in much of
the supposedly Marxist British work, as some of the discussion at the
1973 Decennial Conference session on Marxtsm showed. This is not
surprising, as it was thrOUgh economic anthropology that many have come
to the Writings of French Marxists. Yet it is difficult to believe that
the implications of some of the latter are understood. In purely
theoretical terms Godelier and his followers have outstripped British
economic anthropologists~ They have' modernis 3d' a. field which had r~rriained
unreconstructed since the sterile sUbstantivist/formalist discussions of
the '60s. The moderni~ation closely resembles that effected elsewhere in
the subject by the rise of structuralist and post-structuralist approaches.
But Godelier himself characteristically exceeds the traditional materialist
brief when he says 'we must learn to see reality as phantasma', or again, that
'mode of production will be located in different ways: we must learn to
see it even in religion' (oral discussion).
The Godelier of theASA, Decennial Conference in 1973; cannot-be
easily accommodated within the sort of Marxism that British ex-fUnctionalists
are likely to feel at home in. Indeed there was a little embarrassment
at the Conference when Professor Salisbury asked 'what distinguishes a
Marxist analysis from an ordinary anthropological analysis?: Maurice
Bloob replied - with intended humour - that 'all good economic anthropologists
had been doing Marxist stUdies'. The ecumenical and hardly radical note
of British anthropological Marxism is revealed again in the weight given
to Sir Raymond Firth's essay on the subject. Marxism is more serious an
enterprise than this. The switch from functionalism to Marxism as an

inexpensive way of building some intellect into the functionalist
machine, runs the risk of holding up, and oonfusing,that anthropological
restructuring of Marxism itself which is the main-contribution of the
French theorists. The latter are much too kind to the British: once'
more they are in too much awe· of the famedBri tish empiricism•.
The present volume does not stem from the economic anthropology
tradition and is not open to the full force of these criticisms.
But the final lack of power in the papers, a kind of mesmerization which
leaves the contributors and their sUbject more or less as they were,
lies in anultimateunwillinghess to live mentally in the arduous kind
of world their attempt at heightened awareness requires. Perhaps the
relative juniority of some of the contributors makes them unprepared
to face the erosion of'the very structUre of academic hierarchy by
which they live. The story of anthropology shows how too many ideas
are 'laundered' according to the prevailing ideas of the middle-class
circles of each Feriod. Yet it is surprising how few are prepared to
risk the obloquy of choosing their own path, if necessary to their own
detriment •. Like Northcote-Thomas, with whom we began,they merely
accept transfer to another (mental) colony. EdwinArdener
SHORTER NOTICES
Structuralism: an Introduction.· Edited by D. RQbey'._,Ox~~~.
Clarendon Press. 1973.£2.75 (paperback £1.25) •.
.Yetanother introduc,tion t6what is rapidly becoming yesterday's
subject. It is already 75 years since Saussure's early statements, 35
years since Troubetskoy's, nearly 30 years since Levi-Strauss's, 20
years since Leach's, 10 years more or less since the main British work 
without considering all the other highly relevant theoretical streams.
Although 'surprisingly weakest in the chapters on linguistic and mathematical
structuralism, this is still a. better set of essays (once Wolfson Lectures)
than some on the topic. It is interesting, however, to see how semiotics,
'bounda:rism', and transformational generative grammar, as well as the
views of FoucaUlt, Lacan,and the rest are simply collapsed together
with structuralism. Too elementary for e~Perts (not Hjelmslev's
examples, and Berlin and Kay again:), and too outdated for stUdents,
it is literate and may interest the readership outside social anthropology
that it aims for - without, perhaps, allaying its doubts.
The Mafia of a Sicilian Village, 1860-1960: AStudl of Violent
Peasant Entrepreneurs. Anton Blok. Oxford. Basi~ Blackwell •.
1974. £5.25. xxxiii', 293 pp'. illus.
.
Bla.ckwell's'Pavilion SerieS continues in its Uninspiring but
competent traditioh. Most of the familiar themes go to make up .'
the framework: so'cieJ. networks" entrepreneurs and the rest. An
impressive body of facts on a subject fast attaining great general
popuiarity, the book; is perhaps most remarkable for its excellent
photographs.
.
Friends of Friends:.
Coalitions. Jeremy
paper £2.25.
Boissevain~. Oxford.• ,
xv, 285 pp.
The book attends to ''the way :'interpersonal relations are structured
and influenced" •. The approacn predictably involves the general
framework provided by the idea of taking an actor's view of his
society, and analysing ,how he manipulates the other people and
resources in his environment. The tone of the book is captured by
the following quotation:' "'.IDle most important Structural criterion
of a person's network, whether total or partial, is its size."

